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ABSTRACT

The successful clinical applicatíon of microwave hy¡perthermia

reguires accurate knowledge of the temperature fíelds throughout the

heated volume. Ho\^/ever, this is one of the major problems in clinical
hlnperthermia due to the fact that hlnpertherrnia thermometry is invasive

and thus the number of sites at which temperature can be measured is
limited. One way to make progress in this area is through the

development of physical models that can be used to guantify the

effects of heat treatments using clinical applicators.

The theoretical basis, the practical desigrn, the testing and

assessment of a dynamíc (perfused) phantom intended for the study of

2450 ItEIz microwave hlperthermia of muscle tissues are discussed in the

course of this report. The study on the prediction of blood flow

rates from thermal clearance measurements is also discussed, with

reference to relatively 1ow temperature gradients at the measuremenL

sites.
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l_.1- CATTCER TREATMM{T

CONVENTIIOI\IAL METTTODS FOR CANCER THERAPY1 .1_ .1

Over the years, there has been extensive effort inveSted in the

study of cancer and the possible trealment modalities. The results of

these studies are currently presented in the form of established

treatment methods that are routinely used in various treatment

centers.

presently, the conventional methods used for cancer treatment are

extending over the three fotlowing areas: Surgery, Radiotherapy, and

Chemotherapy.

surgery is a very drastic means of elimínating the maligrnant

growth, that is possible only if the tumor can be removed without

damaging vital organs and which can be very traumatic to the patient

if it involves the removal of a body part' i.e. breasts, limbs' etc.

Furthermore, it is only the primary or tocalized cancer grovrth and the

surrounding tissue that can be removed, which means that there is an

uncertainty as to whether the whole volume of the maligrnant mass is

removed. Radiotherapy is a very effective modality, whether it is

used alone or ín combination with the other two modalities to locally

treat cancer. However, the presence of hlpoxic (non-oxygenated) cells

in the tumor volume reduces the effectiveness of the ionizing

radiations used, sÍnce hlpoxic cells are resistant to these

2L.221rradlatlons.

The use of drugs for the treatment of systemic cancer

(chemotherapy) can effectively eliminate carcinomas, but, the drug

toxicity might be harmful to the normal tÍssue also.l



It can be seen therefore, that conventional cancer treatments

however effective in their present form, need further refinement

andr/or new treatment methods to be developed in order to achieve the

desirable recurrence free method for treating the patients. rhis is

the reason that reínforces the continuous research on the subject,

aiming for more effective and less traumatic (physically and

psychologically) treatments that are to be used alone or in

combination with the conventional modalities.

]-.2 }TYPERTHERMIA

L.z.L AN OVERVIEI/ü OF THE ST.IBJECT

The elevation of the temperature of biological materials above

their normal temperatures (i.e. normal human: T - 37oC) can alter

their function at the cellular level and sometimes it can even cause

cell killing. This method of increasing body temperatures is called

hlperthermia. The applications of various hl4gerthermia technigues for

the treatment of cancer can be traced as far back as the late

l-800s .2 '3 ' 
4 *ring the 1930s hlperthermia use declined due to the

flourishing of radiotherapy. The Ínterest in hlperthermia was revived

after the l-960s because of its promising results as an adjuvant

therapy to radiotherapy or chemotherapy. The use of hy'perthermia in

the treatment of cancer is based on its substantial biological and

physiological effects which will be discussed in the following

section.

Clinical applicat,ions of hy'perthermia are divided into three

categories: The whole body systemic hlperthermia, the regíonal

2



hlperthermia and the local hyperthermia. Whole body systemic

hlperthermia is relatively simple regarding its thermometry control.

The heating techniques involve heating by immersion of the whole body

in a wax bath (Pettigrew technigr.re)5 o, heating in a suit, similar to

those used by the astronauts in space.6

In regional hlperthermia, it is usually the part of the body that

contains the tumor mass (eg. lirnb) that is heated. A more complicated

neans of heating is in the form of local hlperthermia (i.e. heating of

tumor plus a minimal amount of normal tissue), which is considered in

the present work. There exists an appreciable amount of difficulty in

its applications, due to the fact that the techniques used for heating

the maligrnant masses are not adequately established in terms of

accuracy and precision in the adminisLered dose and the methods of

temperature recording.

Local hlperthermia is induced through several different methods

which include: 1) hot water baths; 2) shortwave diathermy; 3) Rr-

induced currents; 4) microwavesi and 5) ultrasound.

In our laboratory local hyperthermia is induced using a 2450 ¡wz

po\^rer generator with a TÀG-MED TCA 2450-L circularly polarized
1

applicator', and which is further discussed in Appendíx A. At

present, the problems associated with local hlperthermia are the

product.ion of localized deep heating without excessive heating on the

surface and surrounding normal tissue and the temperature monitoring

that ideally needs to be noninvasive. to date, it is only the

applications of hlperthermia for the treatmenL of superficial tumors

that are guite satisfactory regarding the systems available. It is

the treatment of the deep seated tumors that is difficult to perform

because of the unavailability of appropriate systems for this purpose.

3



T.2.2 BIOLOGICAL AI{D PHYSIOTOGTCAL MECHANISI,IS OF HYPERTÍTERMIA.

The biomolecular mechanisms which activate ceII killing during

hlperthermia cannot be attributed to a specific and unanimously

accepted theory. This is due to the lack of sufficient information

regarding the site of attack in the cell.

Of all the existing theories on the subject, there are three

theories that seem to be plausible and have some experimental evidence

to their support..

One of the theories considers the mechanísm that involves protein

thermal damage and eventually cell death. It has been reported that

following a heat trealment there is an increase of non-histone

proteins which results in a large increase in the protein to DtrTA

ratio.L4,t,3 However, this phenomenon has relatively límited relation

to cell death. It is rather connected to the prevention of cell

repair from radiation damage as will be discussed in a later section.

Furthermore, more protein functions have been reported to be impaired

or destroyed, such as the DI\A synthesisr8'9 th" RNA slmthesís,lo th"

protein synthesis,ll und respiration.l-2'L3 Another theory on the

thermal cell inactivation considers the heat effects on the cell

membrane. Hlperthermía affects the cell membrane by altering its

composition and permeability and eventually causing the cell to

die.14,L5,L Finally, another process of cell killing considers the

heat inactivation of cells through disintegration of the lysosome

vesicles in the cytoplasm. The damage is thus caused by the released

digestive enzymes which can promote cell death.16 CelI sensitivity to

heat is first specifically observed at temperatures between 42o C and
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43o C and depending on the cell line the response range can extend up

to 460 C. This can be observed in an Arrhenius plot of the Log of

Lþo as a function of the inverse temperature; where Do is the time

required to reduce the fraction of surviving cells to 37? of their

previous value, when exposed to a given temperature. An Arrhenius

plot is presented in figure L.L for heat inactivation of mammalian

cells in culture.9 The time-temperature relationship indicated from

the Arrhenius plot is not necessarily applicable to all celI lines

tested. rhis is due to the fact that different cell lines have

different responses to the same heat exposure, which means that their

heat sensitivities are differ"tt.17

Furthermore, maligrnant cells may be intrinsically more sensitive

to heat exposure than normal cells.2 This differentiated response of

neoplastic cells and normal cells may be attributed to the following

facLs: a) oxygenation, b) nutrition and c) pH level.

A1I of the above factors emerge from the differential blood flow

in the two tlpes of tissues. In neoplastic tíssues blood flow is

sometimes impaired thus resulting in a slower flow rate and,/or

occlusion.4'LB rhis impaired blood flow is further deteriorated when

exposed to hlperthermia and in this manner the differentiation is more

prominent between normal and tumor tissues -L8'L9'20

Most tumor cells exist in an acidic environment, under low oxygen

tension conditions and are nutritionally deprived due to inefficient

blood flow in the tumor. It has been indicated that poorly oxygenated

(hllpoxic) cells are very succeptible to heat induced death.2l'22 It

has also been shown that poor nutrition increases anaerobic

glycolysis, thus enhancing the production of lactic acid and causing

5
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the tumor pH to decrease. Under these conditions heat is very

effective in eliminating tumor cells .23 '24 '25 '26 '27 Hlperthermia

applicat.ions have also been proven very effective for killing cells

found in the S-phase of their mitotic cycle .l'z'3'L4

It was mentioned above that tumor blood flow is a vital factor

for its sensitization to hyperthermia. Tumor vasculature however, is

not always the same and varies with tumor size, tyPe and site of

growth.4,18 ïnitiarry, tumor celrs survive using the nutrition

supplied by the host vessels. As the tumor grovrs larger the nutrient

demand increases and hence the beginning of neovascularization. That

is the development of a nehl capillary network in the tumor due to

induced proliferation of the endothelial cells of host vessels and/or

the increase in length and caliber of host vessels. The tumor

response to heat is dependent on the tlpe of vasculature that is

incorporated in a tumor, because newly formed capillaries respond

differently to stress of either physical or chemical origin.28 That

is they are very weak vessels compared to the host vessels. As the

tumor size increases, its vascufature collapses and blood flow is very

slow and sometimes it is halted temporarily or permanently. This fact

renders larger tumors more succeptible to heat exposure due to the

slower heat dissipation. The repair from thermal damage is relatively

complicated because of the phenomenon occurring right after the first

administration of hy¡pertherrnia. fhis phenomenon is referred to as

thermotolerance and it may be defined as the decrease in cellular

sensitivity to a following heat exposure produced by the initial

hlperthermia application and not any kind of genetically induced

resistance to heat.l The degree of thermaf toferance depends on the

7



magrnitude of the first exposure with respect to temperature and the

treatment duration.29'30 Thermotolerance is not permanent, it lasts

for 36 Eo 72 hours after the cells are returned to 37o C. It has been

reported that the rate of decay of thermotolerance depends on the

proliferating rate of tissues. That is rapidly proliferating tissues

have a short decay from thermotolerance while the slowly proliferating

have longer decay times.32 rn general, the mechanism of

thermotolerance is not known, but what is known is the fact that it

cannot devetop unless protein or Ri\ïA synthesis occur.33'34'35 rt has

also been suggested that the change in slope in the Àrrhenius plot is

due to thermotorerance.35' 
36

There seem to be a }ot of guestions to be answered regarding the

biological and physiological effects of heat; and great care to be

taken when applying in vitro observations to in vivo human responses.

Nonetheless, heat exposure is definitely effective in eliminating

tumor ceIIs, whether this is in vitro or in vivo, when it is used

alone or in combination with other conventional therapies as will be

discussed next.

t.2.3 TTYPERTTIERMTA IN THE TREATIVIENTI OF CA\TCER

Hlperthermia has been used clinically for the treatment of cancer

and its applications have been quite successful in controlling tumors'

whether it is applied alone or in combination with other modalities.

Heat and radiation are going to be discussed first, in terms of their

biological correlation.

It has been observed that heat sensitizes cells to radiatior,.9'37

B



The fact that heat is extremely effective in radiosensitizing cells in

the S-phase of their cycle, which in turn are resistant to radiation

alone, is made evident in Figiure 1.2. The survival curves of Figrure

i-.2 indicate the differential response to heat and radiation at the

different stages of the cell cycle.38

This radiosensitization of the cells is possibly caused by the

accumulation of non-histone proteins which bind to the DI,IA after heat

exposure, and prevent the cells from repairing the radiation damag".L4

As described previously, heat is effectively killing hlpoxic, Iow

pH and nutritionally deprived cells. However, when heat is combíned

with X-irradiat.ion in vitro or in vivo the Oxygen Enhancement Ratio

(OER), a specífic characteristic of sparsely ionizing radiations, is

said to be reduced. This has been reported by several
1?Oínvestigators.*'-' However, there are other conflicting reports that

indicate that the decrease Ín OER is not very significant when the

combination takes place in vivo.40 ïn addition, these same reports

indicate that the response of the tissue (in vívo) is the same

regardless of its oxygenation status as long as the treatment

temperature is ín the high range (i.e. 44.5o C). Furthermore, because

the recovery from thermal damage decreases in a nutritionally deprived

and low pH environment, there will be more apparent radiosensitization

due to heat in an acídic pH than in an alkaline pH.41

rt has been shown that heat prevents the repair of Potentially

Lethal Dafirage (PLD) from X rays. Since the repair of PLD has been

observed in normal tissues exposed to radiation and it presumably does

not happen in tumors, it, can be expected that heat selectively

potentiates tumor radiosensitization more than it does normal tissue

9



Figrure 1".2: The comparison of the fraction of cells that survive heat,
*X-rays which are delivered at different phases of the cell cycle" '

(Reproduced from Ref. 3e)
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radiosensitization. 1

The effects of thermal exposure to irradiation response are

assessed by the Thermal Enhancement Ratio (TER) which is defined as

the ratio of the X ray dose necessary to produce a given level of

biological damage without and with the thermal exposure. Successful

combination of the two modalities reguires a well adjusted seguencing

of the two tlpes of treatment, in order to take advantage of theír

relative effects.42

It has been observed that the thermal sensitization of mouse

tumors is not greater than that of the respective normal tissue when

the heat is administered shortty before or after irradiatiorr.43 The

sane study also indicates that it is of therapeutic advantage relative

to the skin damage if the heat and the X rays are separated by more

than one hour. In vitro studies however, indicate that there is

greater cell killing when both radiation and heat are administered

together rather than when heat precedes or follows radiation by more

than 30 minutes .44'36'9'42 ïn vivo apprications of fractionated

hlperthermia and radiation have been proved superior to single dose

applications in developing differentíal responses in tumor and normal

tissues.45 The seguencing of the two modalities is of vital

importance in the resulting response. Clinical trials with cancer

patients treated with combined heat and radiat,ion show the response to

be as high as 85% when the heat was applied immediately after (<20

minutes) the second daily fraction of irradiation.46'47 The heating

temperatures were set in the range of 42 Lo 42.50 C which suggests

that there may be an optimum temperature for the combined therapy. It

is therefore very important to collect this information and

11



constructively use it for clinical treatments of cancer patients

realizing however, that the results collected from in vitro and in

vivo studies do not always apply guantitatively to clinical

applications.

In the second part. of this section the effects of heat and

chemotherapy are going to be discussed in relation to cancer therapy.

A number of in vitro and clinical studies have shown that the

cytotoxic efficiency of certain drugs increases at hlperthermic
48

temperacures.

tn vitro experiments have indicated the synergistic effect of

hlperthermia when combíned with drugs (i.e. bleomycin, adriamycin).47

The fact that drugs get into the cell more easily at temperatures of

around 43o C, can be explained by the changes in the properties of the

cell membrane permeability at these temperatures. The use of

thermo-chemotherapy is very promising for the treatment of solid

tumors, which because of the lack of adeqr:ate blood flow, are

difficult to be treated. However, the same problem is encountered

with thermo-chemotherapy as with heat combined with irradiation. That

is, the drugs can be sometimes as toxic for the normal tissues as for

the tumors.l

Chemotherapy with localized hlperthermia seems to be a

combination with good prospects. However, it reguires the development

of a heating system that would accuraLely heat the tumor area and more

importantly, a thermometry system that would provide accurate thermal

mapping of the heated volume. Moreover, thermo-chemotherapy can

become a more realistic Aoal for the treatment of a wide spectrum of

tumors. l
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].. 3 HYPERTTTERMTA DOSTMETR.Y

1.3.1 TTIERMOMETRY SYSTEMS AND TECHNIQI]ES

Successful hlperthermia applications necessitate the use of an

appropriate thermometry system. fhe ideal thermometry system for

hyperthermia would be one that is completely non-invasive, and that

provides tenperature and spat,iat resolutions to 0.1-o C or better and

of l- cm or less respectivuty.49 However, the presently available

thermometry systems do not measure up to these standards, because they

are completely invasive and their performance is dependent on the heat

generat.ing technigue. There are Several tlpes of thermometers used

for hlperthermia temperature measurements but the most commonly used

are the miniature thermistors and thermocouple probes. The advantage

that thermocouples have over the thermistors is that thermocouples can

have multiple sensors per probe as opposed to the latter which have

only one sensor per probe. rhis is also the reason that thermocouples

are found to be used in most hlperthermia applications, along with

some other factors that are going to be discussed further in a later

section (Chapter 3: Section 3.5)

There are three major sources that can cause errors in the

temperature recording with the conventional systems (í.e.

thermocouples).50'5L'3 Firstly, when the metallic leads are used in

the vícinity of the EM field there are possible interference effects

if they are not properly aligned with the field. Secondly,

self-heating of the thermocouple can cause an over-estimation of the

recorded temperature. Finally, there might be selective heating of

the tissue surrounding the thermometer due to the field perturbation

13



by the Sensor probe, thus resulting in a non-uniform temperature

distribution inside the tumor volume. The problems associated wíth

the perturbation of the field can be avoided if non-perturbing probes

are employed. These probes facilitate small optical fibers to

transmit and receive light signals from crystal temperature ,"rr"or".3

However, there is a major problem in their stability which renders

them inferior to thermocouples, in addition to the very high prices

that they are marketed for.3

T.3.2 TTTE TTIERMAL DOSE CONCEPT

The extended use of clinical hlperthermia for the treatment of

human cancer has necessitated the development of a unique protocol

that would be used for all hlperthermia applications and thus enable

us to compare short and long term trials. It seems necessary to

define a Standard unit for measuring Thermâ] Dose' which to the

present day has not been uniguety defined because of the fact that Lhe

biophysical dose response relatíonship is complicated and not well

understood. Although there is not a formal definition of thermal dose

one could consider the following explanation. There is an adeguate

level of temperature that must be delivered for an appropriate time

period to the whole tumor tissue in order to obtain optimal

therapeutíc effects. The thermal dose time-temperature calculation

should include considerations on the effect of the development of

thermal tolerance as well as the changes induced in the tumor cellular

environment. There have been severa] reports that attempt to express

thermal dose units such as degree-minutes, or eguÍvalent minutes at a

L4



given temperature or even dimensionless units.53'54'55 These attempts

are constructive steps toward standardizing hlperthermia treatments

and the measurement of their effects. Several models have been

presented at times for the calculation of thermal dose and which are

based on a thermodynamic or Arrhenius-t1pe relationship that are

empirically determined.52'56'57 The thermal dose is consídered as one

of the most important factors that influence hlperthermia efficacy.

Before any thermal dose calculation can be used clinically there are

certain factors that should be considered, Such as, bet'ter thermal

mapping and understanding of thermal history and interaction of heat

and radiation. It is also required to determine the physical and

thermodynamic characteristics aS well as the cell kinetics factors

that control the response of tumor and normal tissue to heat alone or

heat and radiation. rt has been stated25'27 u, the goal of

hlperthermia and any cancer therapy the maximum destruction of tumor

tissue wÍth minimal or acceptable normal tissue destruction and this

is to be used as the base line when defining thermal dose and

establíshing hlperthermia protocols.

L.4 }TYPERTHERMTA LABORATORY STT'DIES-PURPOSE OF THIS PROJECT

Successful clinicat hyperthermia requires exhaustive laboratory

research with in vitro and/or in vivo experiments. Most of the in

vitro experiments are performed with various cell lines originating

from tumor or normal tissues from animals and humans, and the use of

phantons which are tissue simulating systems. Tn vivo studies are

nostly performed using live animals.
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There are two tlpes of phantoms that are used for hlperthermia

studies; the static (unperfused) and the dynamic (perfused) phantoms.

In this project experiments were performed using both tlpes of

phantoms. The work performed with the static phantom is Íncluded in

Appendix A and it was based on the static phantom developed by Guy et.
.85ar.

The major task of this project was to design, construct, test,

and use experimentally, a dynarnic phantom eguivalent. to human muscle.

This dynamic phantom would have to simulate muscle in terms of íts

dielectric properties and in a relatively simple form its blood flow.

a preliminary study of the literature was performed regarding the

properties of muscle tissue in terms of dielectric and thermal

behavior and of blood flow, and which is accounted for in chapter two.

Next, the design of the dynamic phantom in terms of its theoretical

modeling, practical design and specifícatÍons are detailed in chapter

three. In chapter four the testíng of the phantom is reported and

analyzed. Following a Study was performed using the dynamic phantom

that dealt wíth the effects of blood flow on the temperature

distributíons and the probabitity of predicting the blood flow rate

from the temperature decay with time after the steady state was

reached. This work is presented in Chapter five. Finally, Chapter

síx concludes the work performed for this project and discusses the

resuLts achieved through this work.
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2.L MICRCX{AVE TTYPERTHERMIA

2.1..L TI\]'TRODUCTTON TO MICRCI/üAVE TTYPERTHERMÏA

Use of electromagnetic waves to induce non-invasive hlperthermia

for cancer therapy has been of considerabJe interest for many decades.

The idea of applying microwaves for therapeutic hlperthermia induction

was initially presented in Germany in 1-938 and 1939 by Holmann when he

discussed the possibilÍty of applying radio-waves of 25 cm wavelength

and predicted that these \^raves could be focused to produce heating of

the deep tissues without extensive heating of the skin. Similar ideas

were also developed in the United States by Hemingway and Stenstrom,

however, the lack of appropriate eguipment at the time prevented their

clinical applicatiorr.59 It was not until the 1-950s and after when

research on the use of microwaves for clínical hlperthermia expanded

sigrnificantly and major findings ï\¡ere reported in literature.59'50

fhe definition of the microwave portion of the electromagrnetic

spectrum is usually arbÍtrary.60 Several groups and scientific

authorities choose to define microwaves aS a particular region of the

electromagnetic spectrum. The scíentific committee 53 of the National

Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP, l-98L) states

the following on the account of microwaves3 "For the purposes of this

report, radio freguency radiatíon refers primarily to ¡¡l radiation in

the f reguency range of 300 f¿rHZ to 300 GHZ. Such a range íncludes

microwave radiation, i.e., the freguency range from approximately 300

¡lIHz to 300 GHz.'t On the other hand the Tnternational

Telecommunications Union (RCA, 1"969) in L959 desígnated the "radio"

spectrum as extending from 3 KHZ to 3000 GHZ with no use made of the
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term micro\4raves. For the purposes of this work the region of the EM

spectrum between 1-0 ¡tlz and L0,000 ¡ülZ is under consideration and the

particular freguency that has been concentrated upon is that of' 2450

MnZ and the freguencies in its immediate neighborhood.60

In North America,63 th" present form of microwave hlperthermia is

operated at the authorized frequencies of 13.65 WlZ, 27.12 ¡tll{Z' 915

MHZ and 2450 l,lfci?. Mícrowave energy is currently generated by either a

variety of microwave tubes or solid staLe devices, or by po\^/er

oscillators or a lo\,r-power oscitlator followed by a chain of

amplifiers. The use of microwave hyperthermia is foundeds8 on the

fact that electrornagrnetic waves are transformed into heat when they

are absorbed by a biological tissue. The patterns of microwave energDr

deposition in biological materials are much dependent on the size, the

shape and the electrical characteristics of the tíssue. Furthermore,

this dependence extends to the freguency of the applied fields and the

size and geometry of the elect.romagnetic wave applicator. For the

above reasons, when microwave hlperthermia is employed for cancer

therapy, the location, size and shape of the tumor are very important

considerations in the selection of a proper source of EM radiation.

Microwave radiation can be applied more conveníently than the other

forms of clinical diathermy. Since the applicators are not in contact

with the treated area there is no need of protective toweling. A1so,

by eliminating the use of pads or any kind of electrodes the danger of

arc occurrence is nonexistent. An added benefit is the comfort

provided to the patíent, who by not being a part of the circuit is not

attached to the eguipment.64
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2.L.2 TITE I}ÍTERACTIONS OF MTCRq{AVES WITH BIOLOGICAL TISST'ES: TÎTEORY

Biological tissues are made of cells which contain various

positively or negatively charged ions, polar protein molecules and

polar water molecules. Electromagnetic waves consist of moving

patterns of alternating electric and magrnetic fields and they also

exhibit general radiant characteristics which are more familiar in the

description of optical or infrared radiation. lrlhen an electromagnetic

fietd acts upon a biological material,SB '6L'62 it exerts forces on its

charged constituents and causes them to either be displaced or

rearranged in order to modify the acting field. these interactions of

the EM waves with biological tissue differ from those with free space

or other solids because of the different dielectric and magnetic

propertíes that each of the materials possesses. It should be noted

that generally, in the interactions of microwaves with tissues, it ís

only the internal electric field which is of significance, since

biological tissues are non-magrnetic materials.

There are three basic tlpes of effects that are involved in the

interact.ion of EI{ waves with tissues:

a. The displacement or drift of the conduction charges, i.e.

electrons and ions, in the tissue medium due to the force exerted

by the electric field (E).

b. polarizatíon of atoms and molecules that results in the production

of dipole moments.

c. The rotation of the existing dípole molecules ín the direction of

the applied electric field.

The displacement of the conduction charges in tissues results in
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the development of conduction currents inside the material. Also, the

resulL of the polarization effects will be in the form of an extra

local polarization charge inside the tissue and polarization currents

resulting from the displacement of the charges in a time varying

field.
Due to the effects mentioned above conduction and dielectric

losses arise, whích result in energy removal from the microwave field

that is eventually converted to kinetic energy for the tissue

molecules causing the temperature of the biological material to
.6ILncrease.

All the mechanisms discussed above ín relation to the interaction

of microwaves with biological tissues can be described by the

following properties of the tissue:

1-. The dielectric permittivity, i.e- Re(€) = Ð'eo; where er :
_1 )

dielectric constant, to = 8.854 x 1-0 *- As¡Vm

2. Electric conductivity, i.e. o = eoe"o; where Et' = loss factor of

biological medium; o = angular frequenCf = 2nf (f = oPerational

freguency)

3. Magrnetic permeabi.lity, L.e. p = p'poì where þ' = L for tissuet lro

=4*¡¡,t]-0-7VSr/An

The dielectríc constant and electric conductivity values will be

díscussed further in the following sections.

The theoretical description of the EM wave interactions with

tissues is presented by the appropriately modified Maxwell's

equations, that is the polarization effects present in the biological

tissue interacting with microwaves are accounted for along with the

conduction effects. In the course of this work we will only consider
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time harrnonic radiation fields for which the wave eguation is of the

following form.
_)_ )-l'E+yoÉ=0 (2.1) wherey=propagationct.of

the wave in the tissue

medíum.

Furthermore, this work will concentrate on plane vfave propagation in

plane tissue layers. The propagation constant v for energ1¡

transmission through biological materials can be expressed as follows:

r = ro 1e*¡elL/z = F - ia = (2n/\) - id-l Q'2)

where yo = propagation constant of free space = 2nf/co i

"o=3*l-0+BmTsec
ìk

e^/eo = complex conjugate of permíttivity of the tissue = e'

i€t t

a = attenuation coefficient = [Lldepth of penetration]=[l-ld]

B = phase constant of the plane wave = 2nl\

The attenuation coefficient ø, is a measure of the exponential

decay of the field strength since it is eErivalent to the inverse of

the depth of penetration or skin depth d, which ín turn is the

distance at which the power density has decreased to L/e2 of it's value

at the reference depth. The phase constant Ê is the eguivalent of

2n/\, where \ is the wavelength and Ê is used to calculate \ as will

be shown in a later section.

Besides the power transmission that occurs during the propagation

of microwaves through plane layers of tissue, there is reflection of

energy that takes place between the different tissue interf,aces. The

complex reflection coefficient R of a wave that. is propagated from one

tíssue of intrinsic impedance Z, to another tissue of intrinsic
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impedance Z, al right angles of incidence, can be expressed by the

following formula:

Zz-Zt .le1-l e1
-=-=-Zr+2, .lõ1+"1õ1

= reio (2.3)

where Zn = Zo/tréfi, r = magnitude of R, and 6 = phase angle of R,

e = dielectric constant.n

The reason for the reflection of the propagated wave is that, in

each layer of tissue that it is transmitted through, it establishes

different propagation characteristics regarding the wave impedance and

the propagation constant. The magrnitude of the reflected wave depends

on the difference in the dielectric behavior between the various

Iayers, the freguency of the wave, its polarization and the angle of

incidence.

The calculation of the power absorbed in tissue from a

propagating EM field can be performed at any point in the medium of

propagation at which the field is known. The average power conveyed

per square meter of area of wavefront in a conductive medium by an EM

wave is given by the Poynting vector Ñ:
1Ñ=rxH(vm'¡ Q.a)

where E = electric field vector

fr = nagnetic field vector

The power absorbed by the tissue is derived by Maxwell's

eguations and Polmting vector as follows: P = !/2olrl2 twZm3l

For plane wave propagation in plane layers of tissue the above

expression for absorbed Power is:

p = (t/2) orfrte-2d * ,2"2* + 2rcos(2$x + 0)l Q.6)

where Eo = the maximum value of the electríc field strength (V/n).
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Í,0 = reflectíon coefficient's magnitude and phase constants.

a' = attenuation coefficient (m 1).

B = phase constant of the propagation (radians/m).

x = depth ínside the conducting medium (m).

o = electric conductivity (mho/m).

For dosimetry purposes the National Council of nadiation

Protection and Measurements (NCRP, 67, L9BL) recommends the use of the

Specifíc Absorption Rate value (SAR) given in V'üatts/g in order to

guantify the rate of energy absorbed per unit mass in tissues exposed

to EM fields:

3

SAR : dE

ffi
P= 

"dTõE
(w/ks).d r.0-)= (2.71

ãE p

where dE = increment of absorbed energy in the mass element dm during

time dt.

p = density of the tissue (kg7m3¡.

c = specific heat of tissue (J/kgk)

dT = increment of temperature in the heated tissue ( oC) .

2.L.3. $TEORETICAL CALCULATIONS OF TTTE VÀTAVE PARAMETERS; ABSORBED

PCIIIER; SAR

In the previous sections the interaction of microwaves with

tissues was discussed and the wave parameters involved were presented

in terms of the dielectric properties of tissues. Also, the

expressions for absorbed povfer and Sen values resulting from a plane

\^¡ave propagation were presented. The calculation of these values
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requires the knowledge of the dielectric properties of tissues at the

various microwave frequencies.

Several investigators have reported their neasurements of the

dielectric constant (e'), the relative loss factor (e") and the

electrical conductivity ( o) and these values have been collected and

tabulated in this report in order to be used for the calculations

mentioned above. The values were obtained from reports by Schwan

et.al .,6n'50 orro et.ar.6L'63 and finally from the survey report by

Stuchly and Stuchly6S which is a surunary of the dielectric properties

of tissues accumulated Lhrough many years of research. More recent

reports on the dielectric properties of tissues were also considered

such as those by Smith and Foster (l-985) and Shepps and Foster

(l-980 ).66'67 '68'69 The dielectric properties of human muscle and

fatty tissue are plotted for the frequency range of 50 MHZ to 3000 ¡fr{z

as they were obtained from the literature (Figure 2.L1. The wave

parameters were calculated using the values from Figure 2.L on a

microcomputer (see Appendix B for the programs used), as well as the

values of absorbed power and SAR.

Some of the values obtained for the wave parameters are shov¡n on

Fignrre 2.2 which shows the depth of penet.ration as a function of

freguency for fatty and muscle tissue, and the range of the values at

each freguency is indicated. The magnitude of the reflection

coefficient was calculated and is also plotted as a function of

freguency, in the following form: ,2 ,rr. f (t{Hz) (Figure 2.3), where
1

ro represents the fraction of the reflected povrer at the fat-muscle

and air-muscle interface.S0'64 The calculation of the absorbed pov¡er

was performed for E0 = 10Vlm and the SAR values for muscle and fat
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Figure 2"1: The dielectric constant and electrical conductivity of
nn¡scle_and fatty like tissues for the freguency range of (50-30õ0)
MHz. The error bars signify the range of-the i¡alue-at the specific
frequencies "
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Fignrre 2.2: The depth of penet,ration is plotted as a function of
freErenry" The error bars correspond to the range of the values at,
the specific frequencies.
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Figrure 2.3: The percent refrected power at tissue interfaces as afunction of freErency.
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riE¡
posJ.
inte

re 2"42 The specific absorption rate is plotted as a function of
tion inside tissues of defined thickness at a fat m:scle
rface, at different freguency values, (the left side of diagram

refers to fat layer; the right side of the diagram refers to mrscle).
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vfere obtained using the following densities respectively d* = l-.07

g/cm3i df = .9Zl g7cn3.70 Ïn Figure 2.4 the SAR values are plotted

versus the thickness of fat and muscle tissue. The thickness of fat

was assumed to be equal to 3 cm according to the values reported in

literature on the thickness of fat in human (i.e. L-3 cm).61 The

values of SAR in the muscle tissue \4¡ere normalized to one and the

medium thickness (muscle) was considered up to 7 cm. The error bars

in the figrures signífy the variation range of the values of e' and o

reported in literature for the specific frequencies. These variations

in the reported e' and o values are a consequence of the different

approaches used to obtain them experimentally. One method,71 thut *u"

used to measure the dietectric properties of mammalian tissue between

L and L8 GHz, has the following experimental procedure:

The tissue sample is placed into a sample holder, from a

precision 7 mm air-line, which is surrounded by a water jacket in

order to thermostatically cont.rol the tissue temperature. The

microwave sigrral is reflected from a short circuit that is placed

immediately behind the sample, and the resulting standing wave profile

is measured and recorded using a slotted l-ine connected through a

digital voltmeter to a microcomputer. The standing wave profile is

then analyzed with a least squares curve fitting progran in order to

obtain the permittivity (e') and the dielectric loss factor (e") of

the tissue sample.

Another methodT2 that is used for measuring the dielectric

properties of naterials at the lower frequency range is to measure the

capacitance (Co) of an empty cell condenser and the capacitance (C)

and the resistance (R) or the conductance (G) of the cell condenser
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when filled with the dielectric material. The complex capacitance Ís
,cgivenbyC" =C+ G/ja= C+ L/joR (2.8); where C inFarads, Gin

mho, R in ohm. The guantities C and R from eguation (2.8) may be

considered to be combined in parallel with each other, giving an

impedance (L/G + juÊ,) for the condenser filled with a specimen.

Thus we have the permitLivity e' = C/Co and the conductivity

e
o = j G = eolCoR ; 8o = absolute dielectric constant of free space.

co

The two principal methods of measuring C and G or R are the

alternating current bridge method and the resonance method.

2.2 DIELECTRTC BEHAVTOR OF TTSSUES

2.2.L DIELECTB,IC CONSTAI\T .AI\TD ELECTRTCAL CONDUCTIVITY

The relation between the response of bíologica1 tissues to

microwaves and their dielectric proþerties was emphasized in the

previous section, but a detailed discussion will be undertaken in this

section.

As was mentioned before, the complex dielectric constant, e*7e^ =,o
¿, - je" , describes the dielectric behavior of tissues and other

materials in general. The dielectric constant, ê', is equivalent to

the capacitance of L-crn cube of the rnaterial corrected by a constant

factor which depends on the units of measurement of the capacitance.

the conductivity of the tissue, o = ÐoÐ" w = t/sgecific resistance

( resistívity), is the inverse of the resistance of a L-cm cube of
.64materrar.
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There are three factors that determine the value of these

dielectric parameters: l-. The freguency of the applied field; 2.

The HrO content of the material upon which the field acts; and

3. The anbient temperature in which the material is found during the

application of the field. Throughout the freguency range of l-0 and

t04 MlZ the values of e and o go through three dífferent stages of

frequency dependent response and each of these differentiated

responses is due to the cellular structure of tíssue, its electrolyte

and water content and finally its protein and other solid constituents

content. 50 ,6L ,64 ,68 ,73

In the low freguency range (1-0-300 ¡tlHZ) the response is due to

the presence of the cell membranes which behave as thin layers of hígh

capacity and resistance. At these freguencies the time constant of

charging is sufficiently long to fully charge and discharge the celI

membrane in a single cycle; this results in high values for the tissue

capacitance and hence high dielectric constant. The reason for the

Iow conductivity at this freguency range is that the cell membranes

act as insulators, allowing the currents to flow only in the

extracellular medium.

As the frequency increases, the membranes become short circuited

and the cell ínterior gets involved in the conduction of the

electrical current, thus causing the effectíve resistance of the

tissue to decrease and its electrical conductivity is increased.

F¡rthermore, the increased frequency will resutt in a decrease in the

dielectric constant of the tissue due to the fact that the tíme

constant ís Ínsufficiently long and prevents the ceII membrane from

becomíng totally charged during a full cycle. Tn the freguency region
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between 300-3000 t{HZ a minimum frequency dependence is observed for

both e and o. Tn this range the cell membranes are short circuited

and stop influencÍng the dielectric parameters of the tissues. Also,

the tissue water is not as strongly dependent on frequency in this

region. Therefore, tissues studied at this freguency range in terms

of their dielectric behavior, act as salt' solutions which contain

solid constituents such as proteíns or other sotid substances. These

sotid constituents are mostly of lov¡ conductance and dielectric

constant and behave in a first approximation like dielectric holes in

salt solution (Schwan and Piersol L954).64 Moreover, the existence of

the low conductivity and dielectric constant solids causes the overall

o and e of the tissue to be smalLer than that of a salt solution of an

ionic strength tlpical for tissue electrolytes. Finally, in the

freguency range between 3000 and tO4 ¡UfZ the frequency dependence is

mostly due to the HrO content of tissues. The polar properties of the

water molecules causes them to rotate with the field up to a critical

freguency vafue (approximately at 22 GHZ). Beyond this critical

freguency value a rapid drop is observed in both the e and o vafues in

consequence of the Debye theory of polar molecules.

The above discussion on the dielectric behavior of tissues is

mainly referred to tissues with high water content, such aS muscle,

brain, etc. Furthermore, the dielecLric behavior of tissues with low

watercontent,suchasfat,bone,etc.isguantitativelyalikewith
that of high water tissues but, the e and o values are an order of

magrnitude lower and not as well understood.6l

The anbient temperature at whích the phantom is found during the

application of the various fields affects the dielectric response of
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the tissue. The temperature effect is far less obvious on the

dielectric constant than the conductance. This dependence is well

understood and explained by various researchers such as Schwan and

piersol,64 s"h"un and Foster,74 "L". and there are several

measurements of the effect in the existing literatur".59'6L'63'64'74

Muscle data have indicated that there are at least three types of

relaxation mechanisms when its dielectric behavior is studied as a

function of freguency; the a-dispersion, the F-dispersion and the

y-dispersion. The temperature dependence of the dielectric constant

and conductivity can be explained in relation with these

dispersion".T4'63'64 For each dispersion the temperature coefficient

reflects the response of permittivity, conductivity and relaxation

t,ime. The fc (critical freguency) increases with temperature at a

rate of about 2Z/oC. The ct-dispersion74 may be a consequence of the

frequency dependent access impedance of the inner membrane system of

the ce1l. The access is ionic and therefore the temperature

coeffícient of e' is equal to that of the conductivity of an

electrolyte, ie. about zZ/oC. The Ê- dispersion74 ,ung" is caused by

the Maxwelt-Vflagrner polarization effects during which the cell

membranes are charged through the electrolytes. Therefore, the time

of membrane charging varies inversely with the conductivity of the

electrolyte, which results at about -L/22/oC temperature coefficient

for e'. rn the y-disp"r*ion74 the rel-axation is close if not

identical to that of free HrO and therefore its temperature dependence

is equal to that of water and which ís agaín for e' cfose to the zZ/oC

value. In Table 2.1- the characteristic temperature coefficients of

high and low HrO content tissue and at microwave freguencies are
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Table 2.1-: The values of the temperature coefficients for e and o as
obtained from the literature, for the freErency range
studied in this project (i.e. 300-3000 MHz)

Ae/e Lor/o

High HrO Content
TiÉsues

-.52/oC 2Z/oC

Low H^O Content_t'I'r.ssues
-t.Iz/oc --4.22/oC
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shown, as obtained from the literature. For the electrical

conductivity temperature dependence the sane considerations can be

applied with the only difference that the infinite frequency value of

o(o-) is much greater than that at zero freguency (o0), as opposed to

the dielectric constant (where eo )) e-). rn this case, the

temperature coefficient of conductivity is about 2%/oC at freErencies

well above and below the characteristic frequency and about Leo/oC in

the range of dispersion"

2.3 THERMAL BEHAVTOR OF TISST]ES

2.3.I THERMAL PROPERTIES OF TISSUES

eiological tissues are very complex non-homogeneous materials

that are very difficult to describe analytically in terms of their

thermal behavior. Hoh/ever, the basic mechanisms of heat transfer are

very important. in the applications of hlperthermia, whether it is

applied clinically or experimentally. Hlperthermia research reguires

the knowledge of the thermal properties of tissues along with the

electrical ones in order to be able to define theoretical and

experimental models that will help study the phenomenon and improve

its effectiveness clinically.

The thermal conduction of tissues is described by two constants;

the thermal conductivity k (Vf/mK) that determines the temperature

gradient for a given steady state heat flux, and the thermal

diffusivity, q=k/p*c (p = density of tissuet c= specifíc heat) that

defines the ability of a thermally perturbed medium to relax back to

steady state conditions. The latter ís generally less important in
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hlperthermia than the former because of the long time interval the

tissue is kept at a temperature relative to the thermal rel-axation

time. Another Erantity that is important is the specific heat

capacity (c) of tissues. It is defined as the amount of heat reguired

to raise the temperature of unit mass of a tissue by one degree (c

units J/kg R).

The values of thermal conductivity of various tissues have been

reported in literature by several investigators. The early work of

Grayson Q952) and Spells (L959) was followed by Chato (1"969) and

Balasubramaniam and Bownan (1.975, Lg77).75 The thermal conductivity

measurements vary from one report to the other by as much as l-0%.

Bohrman et. al. (t977 ) reported a tlpical variation of (L-2)% in their

k values and a 5% variation in their o¿ values. In Table 2.2 Lhe

values of k and c are reported for various human tissues as obtained

f rom literature .70 '76

2.3.2 THE CONVECTTVE COTIPONM{T OF TTJE TISSI,'E THERMAL BEHAVIOR:

BLOOD FLCW

ln chapter l- the effects of blood flow in relation to the

biological effects of hlperthermia were discussed. It is of interest

ín this report to review the values of blood flow in human tissue

reported in the literature. What is clear is that not enough

information is available for the blood flow and its reactíon to

hlnperthermia in rnany regions of the body, especially for human

tissues, normal or tumor tissues.

Several reports of the different blood flows in normal and tumor

tissues have been stated in the literature which indicate that the
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Table 2.2: The values of k, o, and p are tabulated for human tissues
as reported in literature. The values in the parentheses
indicate the range for the k values.

Tissue Thermal Conductivity

k(VmoC) t ;
Specific Heat

c(to3¡/kg - oc)

Density

p (g/cn3)

Muscle

Fat

Skin

(.449 - .546) .508 t .044

(.258 - .272) .222 t .023

( .200 - .246) .266 1 .007

3.47

1".72t

L.07

.937
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blood flow in tumor tissues ís much slower than that of normal

tissue .76'77 '78'79'80'BL These different blood flows react

differently to moderate hlperthermia temperatures.

As reported by Song et. al. the blood flow of normal tissues

increased as much as seven times its initial value when the tissues

were treated by 42oC to 43oC hlperthermia while the tumor blood flow

either stayed the same or decreased. F\:rthermore, ít was reported

that at higher temperatures (above 43oc) tumor blood flow was

stopped.S2 rt was pointed out in all of the reports, however, that

the reaction of the tumor blood flow to hlperthermia was dependent on

the size of tumor. It is important in this study to know the blood

flow values for human tissues and tumors in order to be able to appty

them experimentally for obtaining the relatíonship between the

temperature distribution patterns and the partÍcular blood flows. In

Table 2.3 the values of blood flow for various human tissues and

tumors are recorded as obtained from the literatur..76'79'83'84
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Tabte 2.3: rhe blood flow values of human tissues, normal or
cancerous, during resting or maximum activity periods as reported in
the literature.

Tissue Resting blood flow to max. activity values
(m1l100 g - min)

Muscle

Fat

Skín

Human lymphoma

Anaplastic carcinoma

l-.6 or 2.2 - 60

3.3 - 30

5.0 - 170

i.8.0 - 60.0

3.0 - 20.0
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3 . L II\TIRODUCTION

3.]-.]. II\TTRODUCTTON TO PHYSICAL }.{ODELING

physical modeling (Phantoms) of tíssues has been proved an

effective means for the study of microwave hlperthermia in vitro.

There are two tlpes of phantom systems that are used experimentally to

simulate biological tissue electrically and thermally. First1y, there

are the static or unperfused phantoms, which are electromagrnetíc

tÍssue equivalent materials that simulate various biological tissues,

eg. muscle, fat, bone, etc. but, do not involve the tissue circulation

as a part of the simulation. The other class of phantoms involves the

dynamic or perfused phantoms whích simulate tissue perfusion along

with its electrical and thermal properties-

In the present chapter, both types of phantoms will be discussed,

but the major topic will be the theory and the practical design of the

dynamic phantom develoPed.

The development and establishrnent of appropriate hlperthernia

treatment techniqres reguires the knowledge and understanding of the

microwave power deposition patterns as well as the overall effects of

tíssue heterogeneity and the various convective flow processes.

Moreover, the effects of thermometry probes in the vicinity of the

microwave fields have to be known and well documented in order to

achieve a wetl planned hlperthermia treatment.

simple static phantoms, such as those developed by Guy "t. a1.,85

M G. Bini et. al.,86 rug"ndijk and Nilsso.,B7 are used for the study

of microwave power absorption palterns aS a function of tissue

heterogeneity and field perturbing temperature probe positioning.

D¡rnamic phantoms constitute a more sophistícated class of
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phantoms in that they are desigrned to study specific cases of

hlperthermia applications and they also help establish a better

understanding of the process by including the circulation in the

simulation. simple dynamic phantoms, however, are not realistic,

neither do they offer results that can be Erantitatively applied in

clinical situations.

Phantoms, in general, are a very appropriate means for testing

mathematical models because they can be controlled according to

specifications, while animal experiments are very difficult to control

or reproduce.

Simp1e dynarnic phantoms have been developed by various research

teams, eg. Baish and Fosterr88 surrdhrr,B9 c"tu" and Connorsr70 D-J Lee

et. aI.,90 which were desigrned and manufactured according to the

requirements of their studies.

The dynamíc phantom developed in our lab was expected to

complement previous studies with a static phantom in terms of

determining the po\{er deposition pattern and temperature distributions

when irradiated at 2450 ¡urz. In additíon, the effects of the

simulated blood flow upon the temperature distríbutions were to be

studied and any correlations to the clinical situation to be drawn.

The dynamic phantom which is to simulate human tissue of high HrO

content, i.e. human muscle tissue, ís based on the following

theoretical model and practical desigrn.
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3.2 THEORETICAL MODELING OF A DYÀIAM]C PHAX]TOM

DIELECTRTC THEORY APPLTCABLE TO THE STMUT,ATTON3.2.L

It was mentioned previously (Chapter 2) that at microwave

frequencies the cell membranes cannot affect the electrical properties

of cellular solutions and tissues because the membrane reactance

becomes small conpared wíth the internal impedance and furthermore at

the higher end of the range the polar properties of water become

important and cause y-dispersion; ie. that relaxation frequency is

close if not identical to that of free ttro.61'B8 rherefore at these

freguencies biological tissues of high HrO content act simply as

suspensions of protein molecules in a salt solution. The dielectric

properties of such tissues as weII as those of blood are quite similar

with each other in the microwave frequency range.

The biological suspensions of this type are considered as non

ideal dielectric mixtures with surface charges appearing at the

boundaries between components, which are composed of both bound and

free charges. When at the sleady state condition these surface

charges will distribute so as to counterbalance the effect of the

external electric field, and there will be no net field or conduction

within the conducting regions. To explain the concept of dielectric
o1

conductivity'- one could consider the case of a capacitor filled with

dielectric, which has a capacitance C and a resistance R. The total

current developed across the capacitor when an ac voltage V = ejot is

apptied to the plates is given by the following expression.

--A= ! - (o + loe
d

ï=ïc*ïD=V/R*c#
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where ra is the resistive current in phase with the ac voltage, Io is
the charging or displacement current that leads the voltage in phase

by 90o, e and o are the macroscopic values of the electrical

permittivity and conductivity, A is the area of the capacitor plate

and d is the distance between the plates.

The current density is defined as J = (o + jareoe) E (3.2) so that

from Ohmfs law we define the complex conductivity as o* = o + jcoeoe

(3.3), and eguation (3.L) becomes

joeS jo
-UT= - (e-_) V (3.¿)

d 
^êo

The reJation between the current I that is seen experimentally,

and the applied ac voltage V in a capacitor, defines the permittivity

of the dielectric medium. By taking into account only the intrinsic
guantities that are controlled by the dielectric medium one can define

the complex permittivity as follows:

* ia8 =Ð'-je"=Ð-J- (3.5)
*Ðo

From the above expressions we can observe that for high

freguencies the dielectric properties of the materials are important

while for low frequencies the conduction phenomena are important.

This seems to be the sole justification for introducing both

expressions (3.3) and (3.5), which can otherwise be expressed as:
t(,ìko = jc,leo e (3.6)

Hanai has developed a theory for the dielectric properties of

heterogeneous systems, that is concentrated dispersions of the oil in

water tlpe (o/w) for which Wagrner's theory does not apply since it was

developed for dilute dispersiorrs.92 A concentrated disperse system is
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obtained, according to the model, by successively adding

infinitesimally small guantities of disperse into a dispersion medium.

After a succession of additional guantities of disperse the system

will reach its final concentration 0 and the complex dielectric
*

constant e" is given by the followíng eguation:

e*(C)em'

c:k¿¿x+ p

3".(".-S)

where eft is the complex dielectric constant of the dispersion medium,

e.t is the complex dielectric constant of the disperse. The left part
Prk

of the integral is integrated along a certain contour C from efi to e ,

which is successively determined by the correlation of e' and e"
(i.e. e* 1s',8")) at each stage of a series of successive additions.

The solution of eguation (3.7) for e* results in the following

eguation:

e* = (e'2 + ¿"2) I/2 * exp (-j tan-l "") (3.8)
et

Fo1lowing this, Hanai applied his theory to biological systems

and presents the complex analognre of Maxwell's eguation for the

complex dielectric constant which i",91

8"
flLl_

e,
mn (3.e)enh +

?k

r -d0,
l_-o'

jot (o* - o*1)

= log (1 - Þ) (3.7)

(3.10 )

de

0
*

?t

and complex electrical conductivity

)k

e

o

o"fltr
lreoit1+ +

oml
1- + jtrlt

where the suloscríptS 'rml'' and "mh" correspond to the low and high

+ +ir¡ee- omn
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freE:ency values of the dielectric parameters of the mixtutci f =

relaxation time and o¡ = 2nf = angular freguency. In this simulation

the target freguency is aE 2450 MHZ and therefore the expressions that

will be used for the calculations are those desigrnated by Hanai, for

high freguencies and more concentrated mixtures, as follows:

a, -e^mnz
8!- 

"2 H
L/3

oL-o2

-+

èL-e2

=L-0

oZ

(3.11)

3
oL

"1
e, e^nn- ¿

o,=nn
(3.L2)

3

Ð,
mn

ez

where oL,a! = dielectric constant and conductivity of the dispersíon

medium

oZ,a2 = dielectric constant and conductivity of the disperse.

orh,Ðmh = dielectric constant and conductivity of the nixture.

Þ is the volume fraction of the disperse and in the case of our

simulation it is going to be considered as the weíght fraction of the

disperse since the density of human muscle is eguivalent to tg*7cm3.59

3.2.2 CALCTJLATIONS FOR THE VERTFTCATTON AI\D COMPOSTTION OF THE MODEL

The theoreticat model discussed above was used to calculate the

composition of the dynamic phantom in order to dielectrically simulate

human muscle. Hov/ever, before that and Ín order to verify its

validity, the theory was applied to an already accepted muscle

l-

Ð,
mn
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phantom, namely the phantom developed by Guy et. a1.85 The procedure

for the calculations for the verification was as follows. eiological

tissues are made of two major constituents that can be categorized

into liguid and dry constituents. rn the case of applying the theory

discussed previously to biological tissues, the liguid part of the

tissue will correspond to the dispersion medium and the dry part to

the disperse. This is because proteins (dry constituents) behave

dielectrically as insulators with low dielectric parameters in the

sane rnanner as oils, glasses, etc. while the liguid part of tissue

acts as a salt solution and in a more simplified respect as plain

water.

The static phantom developed by Guy et. al.,85 
"orrrists 

of water,

powdered polyethylene (a plastic), salt (NaCl) and a jelling agent to

hold the phantom together. In Table 3.1 the values of the dielectric

parameLers of the phantom as calculated using equations (3.L1-) and

(3.L2) are given as well as the resulting cornposition, along with the

values published by Guy et. al. The calculations were performed by

considering the dielectric values at 37o C and at 2450 MHZ freguency

range. The dietectric constant of the water is adjusted for the salt

content of. t2 g/L as indicated by the recipe instructions. Using

eguation (3.1L) the composition of the phantom was calculated to

within a small percentage error as indicated in table 3.1.

Furthermore, using the values for the dielectric parameters at the

indicated salt concentration the value of the electrical conductivity

was also calculated and compared to o reported by Guy. To perform

these calculations the dielectríc parameters of powdered

' t 'z = LO-B mho/m)
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Table 3.L: Composition and the dielectric parameters of the static
phantom as per Guy recipe and theory calculatíons

A

Recipe 23.62

% weight composition

dry constituents liquid constituents

75.50%

Theory 23.02 76.992

Variation
with respect
to recipe
values

2.52 .642

B Dielectric Parameters at 2450 IvEIZ

Dielectric
ConstanL

(E)

E. Conductivity
(mho/m)

Reported
by Guy 50 2.72 nho/m

Theory 2.63 tnho/n

Variation

47
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(eL = 72.573 , oL = .039 mho,zcm) in addition to the values for the

static phantom as per crry85 (e' = 50, o = 2.72 aL 2450 IqHz).

It can be observed from the above calculations that the

theoretical model by Hanai is a valid one for applications to the

simulation of biological tissues. The small percentage variation in

the phantom'S composition can be attributed to the freguency values

used because as has been shown from other studies94, th" composition

of this phantom needs to be readjusted from the general recipe given

by Guy for the various freguency ranges.

The dynamic phantom will dielectrically simulate the properties

of human muscle (37o C), at the working temperature of 25o C. It will

be expected therefore from the phantom to behave at 25o C as muscle

tissue at 37o C.

Using eguations (3.1-1-) and (3.I2) we will calculate the weight

composition of the constituents and the amount of NaCl content

reguired for such a simulation to attain the correct electrical

conductivity, and dielectric constant.

The materials used for this símulation were chosen on the basis

of their dielectric behavior and some other factors in relation to the

choice of the dry constituent such as flexibiLity (i.e. easily bent

penetrated, perfused, but not permitting natural convection) as weII

as availability and cost. The lÍquid constituent would be a saline

solution with the appropriate NaCl concentration that would result in

the desired dielectric conductivity when incorporated in eguatíon

(3.1-2). The dry constituent was chosen to be fiberglass sheets, the

properties of which complied with the set requirement's.

Dielectrically, fiberglass behaves in a similar manner to proteins and
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in general as the dry constituents of human nuscle. Tts dielectric

constant Ê2 = 4 and dielectric conductiviby o, is in the range of
_1 )

LO-'o mho/cm at the 2450 r'IElz frequency range whích compare favorably

with the protein dielectric properties (i.e., e - 2.7 and o - LO-L2

o1
mho/cm)." The dielectric properties of human muscle that was to be

simulated v\¡ere, €mh = 47.5 and om' = L.B4 mho/m aE 2450 lU'lZ, as they

were reported by the collective review paper on the dielectric

properties of biological materials by Stuchly and stuchly.65

To obtain the dielectric constant and conductivity mentioned

above experimentally in the dynamic phantoms, it was necessary to use

specific volume fractions of each constituent. The volume fractions

of HrO and fiberglass reguired for the simulation vfere calculated

through equation (3.1-L), where e* is the muscle phantom dielectric

constant to be achieved, e, is the dielectric constant of the saline

solution of concentration c (i.e. Ðl- = 78 + (-6/2)*2*c); ô -
dielectric decrement for NaCl = L1r c = (gms of NaCI in solution)/

molecular weight of NaCl = 58.5 gms), e, is the dielectric constant of

fiberglass, and finally Õ is the volume fraction of the dry

constituent.

Before these calculations could be performed, however, the NaCl

concentration had to be determíned in order to determine the exact

value for the dielectric constant e, before eguation (3.1-l-) could be

solved for Õ. Tn equation (3.12) the following pararneters are

involved: o* is the electrical conductivity of human muscle that is

to be simulated, o, is the conductivity of the NaCl solution, o, is

the conductivity of fiberglass.

To calculate the exact value of c required for obtaining o*
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experimentally egn. (3.L2) was solved for the various values of of in

the concentration range of (.tmo]e4 - .2*o1",zl ).

rn Table 3.2 the values obtained frorn the calculations are shown,

corresponding to the various concentrations of NaCl. The

concentration required for simulating the onh = L.84 was found by

plotting the c values agaínst the calculated values of o* (see Figure

3.1) rn this figure not all the values fall on the straight line due

to possible smalt errors in the o, values which were read off another

grapt.58 However, to within small error the concentration c

corresponding to the o* of 1.84 mho/cm of the human muscle was found

to be c = .1-1-4 moles/l This is the concentratíon that was applied

for the calculations involving equation (3.11) for determining the

percent weight composition of the phantom. In Table 3.3 the volume

fractions of the constituents are presented along with the dielectric

parameter values that were used to calculate the percent conposition

f rom equation (3.l-l- ) .

rt was mentioned earlier that for muscle tissue the volume

fractions are the same as the weight fractions because its density is

equivalent to L Wcm3. ïn the case of the phantom it was necessary

to find out the densities of the fiberglass (in the form incorporated

in the simulation) and the phantom as a whole (at the composition

described above).

The determination of the fiberglass density was made according to

vmixture = u"ro * vfib"rglass = r''[zl/dr1zo + mt'/dt (3'13)

Where V* = volume of the mixture of known value

v'¡-o = volumes of Hto and fiberglass
L!2w

h2O, IIl, = IIlEtss of HrO and fiberglass of knov¡n values
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Tab1e 3.2: The calculation of the electríc conductivity o* of the
phantom as a function of NaCl concentration at 25o C.

c (mole/l ) Et = 78 + (-tL/2)*2*C ot (nho,/cm) o*(mho/cm)

76.9 .030 r.7 4L

.L25 76.625 .033 L.94

.1_50 76 .035 2.08

. L75 76.L .038 2.26

.200 76 .040 2.39
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Figure 3.1: The conductivity of the nixture (saline solution-fiber-
glass) is plotted as a function of salt concentration at 2450 lfHz and
25o C tenperature.
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Table 3.3: The percentage volume composition of the dynamic phantom
and calculation parameters

c = .114 moles/I
Dielectric Constants

involved in equation 3 .l-l-
e,(L - 0) liguid %Õ dry

E! = 76 '75

Ez= 4

E, = 47.5
mn

70.20 29.80

Table 3.4: Experimentally determined values for the densíties of
fiberglass and the rnuscle phantom (Average values of four
tríals )

Material Average Density t Average Deviation

3Fiberglass (L.25 t .1B) Wcn

3
Muscle Phantom ( l-.07 t .05)' Wcn
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dH^o = density of Hro = L Wcm3
¿

df = density of fiberglass in g,ms7cm3

By solving equation (3.L3) the density of fiberglass \das

calculated in four different trials. The density of fiberglass and

the volume fractions were calculated before they were applied to the

following eguation

Ç rtwl = (vr)r * df + (w)Hro * ü2o (3.14)

in order to calculate the density of the muscle phantom.

d
mp = density of the muscfe phantom (g*/c*3).

(VF)i = the volume fraction of the constituents where i = H20

or f.
The average value of the muscle density calculated over the four

trials is tabulated in Table 3.4 along with the fiberglass density.

The experimentally calcul-ated density of the muscle phantom

compares favorably to the density values reported for human muscle in

the titerature which are in the range of l- - I.07 gn/cm3.59

This means that the simulation is quite successful in terms of

composition and structure relative to human muscfe. For the solution

of equation (3.L4) the value of the density of the water plus NaCl

solution was assumed to be equal to that of pure water since the

amount of added NaCl was very small (i.e. c = .l-l-4 moles/L).

3.3 THERMAL PROPERTTES OF THE DYXAMTC MUSCLE PHAI\T]OM

]- CÀI,CUIATTON OF THE THERMAT PARAMETERS3.3

The dynamic muscle phantom was predominantly designed to simulate

the díelectric behavior of human muscle, but the thermal response of
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the phantom is also of interest in the simulation with respect to that

of real muscle. The thermal behavior of human muscle tissue was

discussed in Chapter 2. Tn this sect,ion the dynamic phantom's thermal

properties will be calculated on the basis of the thermal properties

of the constituents, i.e. HrO and fiberglass. Calculations of the

thermal properties of tissues have been reported in the literat.,re94

for various tlpes of phantom materials for muscle or fat simulation.

The expression for these calculations is that derived by Hanai,

applied to the thermal response of tÍssue, that is:

k-kz
q-rt H

L/3

=1-0 ( 3.15 )

where k = thermal conductivity (in Vmk) for the phantom m¡scle to be

calculated

kL = thermàl conductivity of Hro = .603 w/rrúrgf

k2 = thermal conductivity of fiberglass = .4ow/nk95

L-þ = .702

Solving equation (3.1-5) for k97 r" found the thermal conductivity

for the muscle phantom egual to .528 Çmk whích is very close to thaL

of real human muscle (See Chapber 2 Table 2.2 ). The thermal

conductivity value is therefore comparable to that of human muscle but

it is only a calculated value which has not been measured

experimentally.

Similarly the calculation of the specific heat value for the

phantom was undertaken using the method of mixtures, that is

"*p 
* E(vF) = (W)*ro * 

"*ro 
+ (w)f * cf (3.16)

where c-^ = specific heat of muscle phantom (Joules/kgoC)
mp

"rr. = specífic heat of H2O = 4.2256 * l-03 ¡/kgoC at 25oC
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3c-
T = specific heat of fiberglass = .833 * 1-0

(20-i-oo ) 
oc95

J/kgoC al

The value of the specific heat of the phantom was found egual to

c-- = .77 r, L03 ,¡oule s/kgoC¡ that is a 7% variation f rom the specific
Ítp

heat value for human muscle tissue reported in the literature.59

Whether these calculated values are a correct prediction of the true

thermal properties of the phantom was not justified with individually

performed experimental measurements, but the overall response of the

phantom during the testing and the blood flow prediction measurements

(See Chapters 4 and 5) would be an indication of the success of the

simulation dielectrically and thermally.

3.4 BLOOD F'Lü/ü SII'{T]LATTON

J. ELECTR.TCÀT PROPERTIES AND PHYSTOLOGICAL CONSTDERATTONS3.4

oSznamic phantons are characterized by their ability to simulate

blood flow. In the desigrn of the dynamic muscle phantom there were

several facts to be considered regarding the blood flow due to its

complicated nature and the dífficulty of interpreting this phenomenon

experimentally.

Tissue blood flow is an omnidirectional flow at the cellular

level while it is usually two-directional with respect to the

artery-vein complex and its subdivisions. To date the simulatíon of

blood flow in either of the above cases has not been successfully

achíeved due to the complication of such experimental set up or a

theoretical model"

Ho\trever, there have been several simple approaches that help a
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better understanding of the heating process in the tissue by providing

çrantitative information of the response process. Furthermore, there

is another property of blood flow that is difficult to duplicate

experimentally, which is the increase in its flow-rate due to the

effects of the increased temperature upon the tissue that causes

vasodilation of the vasculature system and thus the increase of blood

flow.

The dynamic muscle phantom was desigrned under the following

specifications. It was firstly, assumed that the flow would be

unidirectional at the cellular level with no incorporation of the

blood carrying vessels, which can be a study all by itself. This is

because, depending on the size of the vessel, its function under

heating conditions can be classified as cold (large vessels) or hot

(smaIl vessels) tubes through a heated region. The unidirectionality

of the flow in the dynamic phantom has automatically reduced the model

to a simple, relatively realistic simulation which results in the fact

that any measurements obtained in the phantom cannot be guantitatively

applíed in clinical sítuations. Hovûever, the information obtained

from such a phantom is superior to that from a static phantom since

its time-temperature measurements are a function of flow and flow

rates. Furthermore, the equipment associated with such a flow

simulation are readily uncompticated and less expensive and thus they

do not require an extensive experimental set-up. Another advantage of

the unidirectional flow is that, it can ensure the best uniformity in

the flow as weII as Lhe reproducibility of the flow-pattern, since it

is created in relatively simple and easily reproduced steps.

Frorn the physical and electrical poínt of view the blood flow
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simulation \tras consídered at a working temperature of (23.5 + LoC).

It was generally assurned eguivalent to the saline solution used (i.e.

c = .L14 moles/l) with respect to its dielectric and thermal behavior.

The dielectric properties of the saline solution (eL = 76.15, oL=

.03L) are somewhat different than those of hunan blood (e = 65, o:

.01-5). It is however essential that thís assumption is made in order

to incorporate the blood flow at the cellular level in the simulation

and because it is of major importance to correctly simulate the

dielectric behavior of the muscle tissue. The flow rates to be

simulated are the sane as in human muscle under different conditions.

3.5 PRACTICAL DESTGN OF THE PHANITOM

3.5.1. SUPPORT]NG SYSTEM'S DESIGI\{ AND CONSTRUCTTON

The need of a supporting system for the dynamic muscle phantom

was the idea behind the practical considerations. The ideal

supporting system was desigrned to be as simple as possible and to be

formed in such a nìanner as to achieve the more realistic perfusion in

terms of direction and uniformity. It was also designed as to provide

flexibility in the experimental set up.

The support system of the phantom consisted of the following

parts: l-. a plexiglass box that would contain the muscle phantom,

with compartments for the saline solution intended to símulate the

blood flow. 2. A liguid ftow pump that would circulate saline

through the phantom at the various rates. 3. Plastic tubing that was

uSed to Connect the "in" and "out" pump outletS to the respeCtive
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parts of the box.

The material chosen for the box construction, ie. plexiglass, \^Ias

adeguate for avoiding microwave fíeld perturbations and offered the

advantage of t,ransparency from all four sides of the box. The volume

of the box occupied by the muscle phantom was ( 25 x 25 x 7) cm3.

These dimensions were chosen in relatíon to the size of the microwave

applicator in order to avoid any reflections from the sídes of the

bottom of the box (the size of the circular applicator is l-3 cm in

diameter and the depth of penetration 2 cm). The actual height of the

box was at 9 cm to allow any additional layers of phantom, i.e. fat,

and at the same time to prevent overflow of the saline solution if

there was such a case. At two opposite sides of the box the

circulating saline solution compartments were attached for collecting

the "in" and "out" flowing saline, with the following dimension for

each of the reservoirs (25 x 3 x 9)"*3. ïnside each of the saline

reservoirs and at about 2 cm from the inlet/outlet a baffle plate was

installed in order to diffuse the inflowing jet of water and

contribute to the uniform distribution of the flow inside the phantom.

At the same opposite sides of the phantom box the solid walls after

the saline compartments were replaced by movable plates with holes

symrnetricalty distributed on them. This was a further measure for

ensuring the uniform distribution of the flow ínside the phanton. To

avoid any flow from the sídes around the hole bearing plate a tight

fitting was reguired. In Figures 3.2 and 3.3 the plans of the

supporting box are shovm as desigrned, and accordingly constructed by

the machine shop of the Manitoba Cancer Foundation. The pump which

was used to circulate the saline solution had adjustable flow rate
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Fignrre 3.2: The mechanical drawing of the phantom's supporting box"
a" The top view of the box. b. The cross section of the box"
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Figure 3.3: Another part of the mechanical design 9f tl9-phantom's

""ppãiti"g 
box. ;: th" hol" bearing plate that helps diffuse the

iiãñ-""iiórmIy tniåugfrãut the phantoñ.- b. A cross section of the box

that indicates the site of plate insertion'
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controls thus enabling its operation at different flow rates, and it

was resistant to corrosion by the saline solution. The plastic tubing

that connected the pump to the supporting box was of L cm inner

diameter.

3.5.2 CåLCULATION OF I]TTE FINAL \IALTJES OF THE PHAI\IIOM CONSTITUEI\TIS

The construction of the supporting system along with the

theoretical and practical considerations provide adeguate information

for the catculation of the size of the phantom and the weights of its

constítuents.

The total volume of the muscle phantom was determined egual to

(25 x 25 x 7) 
"*3 = 4375 

"*3 = V* and the mass corresponding to this

volume is m* = V; * d*p = 4681'.25 gms 121-8.75 gms = 4.681 kg ¡ .2L9

kg. Tn the previous sectíon 3.2.2 the volume fractions of the

constituents were calculated with (vr)f = .298 and (vr)" o= .702-

These volume fractions and the densities of the materials2 involved

are going to be used for the calculation of the weight composition of

the muscle phantom. The mass of fiberglass \4tas calculated egual to mt

= (VF)f * Vm * df = 1629.69 gms ¡ 234.68 grns; and the mass of the

water in the phantom was calculated equal ao *"rO * V* * %rO =

307L.25 gms - 307L.25 ml. The error vafues associated wíth the

calculated values are due to the experimental error ín the density

values. Comparison of the sum of the mixture calculated shows that

they are both resulting in the same mass value for the muscle phantom

of 4700 gns.
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Table 3.5: The amount of water reguired for the dynamic muscle
phantom simufation

Síte of Measurement emount of Hro in ml

l_

2

Muscle phantom

Saline Solution Reservoir
[2 * (25 * 3 * 7)]

Plastic tubings and
inside pump

307L.25

r.050.00

245.003

(ml of HrO) 4366.25
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To calculate the total amount of salt reguired for a solution of c =

.LL4 moles/L iE was first necessary to measure the total amount of

water in the system. In Table 3.5 the different amounts of HrO

measured are shown as well as the value of the sum. The amount of

salt in (WL) , that corresponds to c = . LlA moLe/l is 6 .61 gns/I

which means that the total amount of salt reguired f.or 4.36625 I of

HrO is = (6.67 gns/L * 4.36625 L) = 29.123 gm.

Therefore, for setting up the experiment, L629.69 gms of

fiberglass sheets were weighed and arranged inside the box, which were

followed by 4366.25 m1 of saline solution (c = .LLA noJe/L l. By

turning the pump on the saline solution was distributed in its
respective positions and the fiberglass sheets were allowed to mix

evenly with the saline solution.

3.5.3 CONSTRUCTTON, CALTBRATTON AND TESTTNG OF THERMOCOUPLE PROBES

The testing and assessment of the suitability of the dynamic

phantom reguired an appropriate thermometry system that would record

temperatures at predetermíned points inside the phantom. There are

various thermometry systems available for this purpose such as

fiberoptic probes that can provide very accurate readings without

interfering with the irradiating fields, which, however, are very

expensive and have limited number of sensors available. Thermocouple

arrays, on the other hand, are of eguivalent sensitivity and provide

the advantage of multiple temperature recording junctions per sensor

probe and relatively cheap and easy manufacture. They are however,

susceptible to interfering with the írradiating field and there is
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Figure 3.4: Thermocouple array; A partial schematic representation of
the copper-constantan (a-b) thermocouple wires and the protective
plastic tubing.
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induct,ion of self heatíng on their metallic leads.

The thermometry system selected for the phantom testing consisted

of two thermocouple arrays with four junctions in each of them. The

four junctions vüere spaced at (10 t 1) rnm apart thus covering a depth

of 3 cm inside the phantom and therefore providing an adequate number

of readings for evaluating the phantom. (Figure 3.4)

The construction of each array involved a copper bus wire

(diameter: 50 pm) and four constantan wires (diameter: 50 øm each)

soldered on it according to the spacing mentioned above. The fragile

array is protected inside plastic tubing of outside diameter egual to

0.8 mm and is connected to an AD 574, L2 bit analog to digital

converter, with a circuitry that presents a (t .06 oC) fluctuat'ion

range in the data readings of temperature.

The thermocouple arrays were calibrated to a temperature range of

about l-0o C, i.e. covering the range of (20 - 29.5)oC using one of the

clinicat programs available for calibration of the temperature sensors

(Appendix B).

rt was mentioned earlier, that one of the disadvantages

associated with the use of thermocouples is the resulting disturbance

of the microwave field due to their metallic nature. However,

appropriate positioning of the array relative to the applicator and

monitoring of the povfer output of the applicator in such a manner as

to minimize the negative effects in the thermocouple performance, and

thus make its presence possible inside the phantom while the field is

turned on. The testing of the field interference in the thermocouple

performance hTas conducted as follows: the array was positioned inside

the phantom with no flow present, perpendicularly to the írradiating
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Figrure 3.5: The interference and self-heating effects on the
performance of a normal thermocouple junction due to exposure to EM

fields of l-5 watts and 25 Watts.
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field, in order to minimize any interference effect,s. Wlrile the field
was turned on, readings were recorded for 30 sec intervals of heating

at 15 and 25 hlatts respectively and for 30 sec and 60 sec intervals of

cooling, i.e. while the field was turned off. rn Figrure 3.5 the

respective readings are plot,ted versus Lime and the following was

concluded. It can be seen from the plot that there are no significant.

interference effects (i.e. not abrupt changes in temperature pattern

but gradual decrease indicating the self heating of the probe) at

these power outputs there is an obvious self-heating of the

thermocouple wires that lasts for a tirne interval measured in time

constants of the probe after the field is turned off.98 rhis self

heating of the probe can result in overestimation of the temperature

if the temperature recording starts immediately after the field is
turned off. However, íf measurements are recorded after the tÍme

interval of decay of the self heating is over, it wíll not affect the

resul Es.

The determination of the time constant of the probe was required

in order to calculate its response time. Time constant values \,rere

determined for four different thernocouple confígurations. These were

the following:

1-. a bare thermocouple (i.e. without any protective coating, just the

two wires

2. a normaf thermocouple (i.e. encapsulated in plastic tubing)

3. a normal thermocouple ínside an air filled plastic tube of larger

diameter

4. a normal thermocouple inside a water filled plastic tube of larger

díameter
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The procedure involved a constant temperature circulating bath

(step rise from room temperature - 6oC) and the thermocouple-computer

arrangement. The thermocouple temperatures were recorded every .5

seconds using the progra¡n I'COOL'' (Appendix B). The array was

instantly immersed in the bath at a predetermined position and held

there until the true bath temperature was registered on the recording

device and for a few seconds afterwards to ensure that the bath

temperature is steadily recorded. The time constant kn is to be

represented according to the following theoretical expressÍon, and is

a measure of the time required in seconds for the temperature of the

probe to increase in such a manner as AT is decreased to (ATo)e

AT = AToe-tlkV (3.12 )

-l_ 99,7

where AT = the difference between the indicated temperature and the

final temperature.

AT^ = the step rise in temperature
o

t = time

In Figure 3.6 the plot of the temperature (ToC) as a function of

time is shown as obtained frorn the experimental measurements for the

four different configurations of the thermocouple array. By applying

eEration (3.1-7) to each of these curves the determination of the

specific k- can be accomplished.'p
In Table 3.6 the values of kn are shown as they were determined

from the experimental measurements. Tt can be seen that the longest

k^ (sec) ís that corresponding to the normal thermocouple inside anp

air filled tube. It has been reported from previous experiments ín
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Figrure 3.6: The experimental measurements of the rise in temperature
foi tfre four differänt thernocouple configturations are plotted as a

function of time in order to detérmine their respective time constants
according to eguation (3.17).
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Table 3.6: The time constant, values are determined for fourkp
different thermocouple configurations from experimental

measurements in a constant temperature bath.

Tlpe of Configuration
of Array kp

(sec)

L

2

3

4

Bare

Normal

Normal + Aír

Normal + HrO

0.268

0.580

1_.830

0.984
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our 1ab7 that the time constant of the probe decreases if the medium

between the normal thernocouple is water and it decreases even further

íf that medium is an oil based liquid. The measurements with air and

water performed in this experiment reconfirm the former observations.

A reexamination of Figure 3.5 in terms of the decay of the self

heating of the nornal thermocouple exposed to microwave heating shows

the decay time to be eguivalent to 3.5 time constants for both cases

of i-5 W and 25 W power input. This means that due to self heating of

the thermocouple the ternperatures recorded for 3.5 time constants

after the field is shut off are incorrect because they provide

overestimated readings of the temperature and they should not be

considered as experimental results.
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4.t PHYSICAL AND THERMAL ASSESSMEbiT OF THE DYI\üAMIC PHATTT'OM

DEN]SITY STABTLTTY OF THE PHAN]'IOM VOLTJME4.T.L

The dynamic phantom was assembled by placing the predetermined

amounts of water and fiberglass (Ch. 3: Simulation and Design) into

the supporting box constructed to house the phantom. The reguired

arnount of NaCl was not included in this first stage of assessment,

because its presence would not have affected the outcome of the

density stability tests or the flow rate measurements that followed.

It should also be acknowledged that the extra amount of water found in

the side reservoirs, the tubing and the pump, that has been accounted

for elsewhere in this report, was included for these measurements.

After the phantom was assernbled and for the following seven day

interval, measurements were taken daily regarding the level of the

mixture inside the box. The height of the phantom was designed to

approximate three depths of penetration (theoretically d = 2 cm for f

= 2450 ltftlz), that is a value of 7 cm was considered when estimating

the masses of the constituents involved in the physical model. The

measurements were recorded at the beginning of each day and the

following observations were made. In the course of the seven days,

the overall sinking of the fiberglass layers along the central region

of the phantom changed the level of the phantom by (-Z to -3) mm in

this region and along the sides the change \,rtas very small, namely -L

mm

A way of correcting for this change is to rearrange the

fiberglass layers to their correct position, whenever the measurements

indicate that it is needed. The fact that the fiberglass has been
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packed in the form of plane sheets made of thin fibers ensures the

reproducibility of the arrangement.. However, the problem was not

considered solved ín this way and it was considered inconplete until
the NaCl was added to the phantom. After the NaCl addiLion the

phantom was tested by heating it, at the 7 cm level and after the

sinking had occurred, to finally find that the dielectric behavior of

the phantom along the central region stayed the same regardless of the

small changes in its density due to sinking, i.e., the depth of

penetration measured experimentally did not change.

4.L.2 TESTS FOR NATURAT CONVECTTON

Natural convection is defined as the process in which the motion

of a fluid is due solely to the presence of a hot body in it, giving

rise to temperature and hence, density gradíents, the fluid thus

moving under the influence of gravity. The generation of natural

convection currents in the phantom when it is heated would result in

the overestimation of its thermal conductivity. Natural convection

and its effects on the thermal behavior of dl¡namic phantoms are very

important and mostly observable in dynamic phantoms operated at very

low flow rates. The d1'namic phantom desígned for this project is

tested for natural- convection generation at the "no flor¡¡" state in

order to find out the extent to which the phenomenon takes place and

determine the effects of natural convection, if any, at low flow

rates. The experimental set up for the natural convection testing

included: A pov/er supply; a resistor of the smallest size possible

(i.e. L0 mm in length and 3 mm in diameter) for avoiding the
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disturbance of the tissue like phantom material, which was implanted 5

cm deep into the side of the phantom; a thermistor probe that was used

to register the temperature changes ín the immediate neighborhood of

the phantom-resistor assembly; a timer and a water soluble dye (l- cc)

that was intended to provide a means of detectíng any subseguently

generated natural convection currents.

A temperature rise of l-o C/nin in tissues reguires a power input

of about l-00 watts per kg of tissue. The heating scheme of the test

was modeled after the above sLatement with the resistor replacing the

high water content tissue and solving for these conditions we found

that a pov¡er input of 7.L mVü was the corresponding value for the

resistor assembly in order to achieve this rate of temperature rise.

However, a steeper gradient in temperature \^¡as reguired to study the

natural convection in relation to experimental temperature gradients

obtained during hyperthermia studies. The temperature step rise used

was that of 5o C/min which corresponds to 35.5 mVüatts of power input.

The particular reason for choosing the side of the phantom to perform

the test was that it offers the best visual advantage for detecting

and measuring any natural convection currents that could result. The

heating was administered for one minute intervals for three dífferent

trials and there v¡as no sigrnificant change in the length and width of

the dye distribut-ion around the resistor-phantom assembly, which were

measured to within + l- mm. rt was, therefore, concluded from these

tests that, there are no natural convection currents generated in the

phantom material during no flow heat.ing, and conseguently there will
not be a resulting overestimatíon in the thermal conductivity of the

phantorn material.
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4.L 3 FLG/ü STT.JDIES: STABTLTTY, UNTFORMITY AND REPRODUCTBTLIW OF

FLCIi'I

The stability of the flow of saline through the phantom was

studied and there was first discovered that the flow rate was

dependent on the respective positions that the phantom-pump system had

relative to each other. The changes in the flow rate were caused by

the back pressure developed inside the pump when its position was

changed relative to the phantom's surface. To study the back pressure

effect on the flow rate, the pump \^ras disconnected from the phantom

and its inlet and outlet hoses were placed inside two beakers. The

beakers were positioned at different heights relative to the pump and

the flow rate was measured at the outlet beaker (mls of vüater

accumulated in the outlet beaker over l- minute). The variation of the

flow rate at the different heights ranged from 590 mllmin to 750

mllmin. The above trials indicated a substantial effect from the

developing back pressure in the pump and thus necessitated the

positioning of the pump-phantom system on a permanent set up relative

to each other throughout the experiments in order to avoid

fluctuations in the flow stability. In addition to these position

dependent trials the flow stability was studied in terms of linear

velocity, over operation intervals eguivalent to the time reguired for

the experimental measurements (i.e. up to a maximum of 30 min).

During each 30 min interval there were three linear velocity

measurements accomplished over the central axis (distance traveled =

L2.5 cm; and the time of travel- over the L2.5 cm). These short term

stability trials showed an average variation on the linear velocity of
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about Lå. The long term stabitity was determined by compiling the

averages of the four 30 minute interval" tests resulting in a variation

of about .5% in the linear velocity. The effect of the flow variation

during the experiments is considered to be very small, practically

non-existent, regarding the effects of other experimental factors that

are going to be discussed in the following sections.

The flow distribution of the dynamic phantom hTas designed to be

uniform and unidirectional throughout the phantom's volume. Although

all the practical design considerations were planned as to accommodate

these requirements, the flow had to be tested in order to verify Íts

uniformity and direction.

The uniformity tests were performed over a (L5 x 20) cm area

centered at the center of the phantom's surface and at three different

depths of 1, 2 and 3 cm inside the phantom. There were five axes of

measurement along the 20 cm side with 4 points of measurement on each

of the axes. The distance between each two axes and each two

individual poÍnts is 5 cm respectively. Tn figure 4.1- the working

surface described here is shown, with all the 20 points for

measurements noted. The measurement of flow rate inside the phantom

was obtained as follows: A standard gr-rantity of water soluble dye

(i.e. l-cc) was injected into the phantom at the prearranged points'

one at a time, and the tírne required for the dye to appear on the

other side from that it was injected at, \¡¡as recorded along with the

distance of travel (i.e. the distance between the injection point and

the edge of the díametrically opposite side).

By recording the time and the distance of travel, the Linear

velocíty of the saline through the phantom is calculated at. the three
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Figure 4.1: The plan of the phantom,s surface used for the flow
uniformity tests ithe shaded årea is the workÍng area; L5 x 20 cm2)
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different depths inside the phantom. The time measurements were all
performed under the same conditions; that is, the same flow rate, the

same amount of dye was used (1cc) at the same points of injection

while the phantorn density distribution was undisturbed and subject to

the random sinking of the fiberglass layers which as discussed

previously (Section 4.L.L) is of minor importance. In Figures 4.2,

4.3 and 4.4 the linear velocity is plotted against the distance of

travel for the three respective depths indicated. A study of the

graphs indicates that the flow is relatively uniform across the areas

studied, the uniformity improving with depth. The reason for this

happening, is that in the upper parts of the phantom the pressure of

the overlaying fiberglass layers is less than that in the lower parts

of the phantom, thus allowing the flowing sal-ine to achieve a faster

and less uniform linear velocíty. F\rrthernore, the slight sinking of

the fiberglass layers at the center of the phantom may be the cause

for the slower flow rate along the central axís and the faster on the

side axes due to the increased resistance to flow ín the center (i.e.

increased density of the fiberglass-saline mixture) which causes the

side flow resistance to decrease afong the 5 cm to the left and right

axes (i.e. decreased density of the fiberglass-saline mixture).

Another observation resulting from the study of the linear

velocity graphs, is that the linear velocity decreases with depth.

This agaín can be attributed to the increased pressure exerted by the

overlaying layers of fiberglass which weight causes the overall flow

to slow down at the deeper Levels of the phantom.

In addition, during the flow rate trials it was observed that,

when the circulation system u/as operated at a lower flow rate, i.e.
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Fig:re 4.2: The flow uniformity at l- cln below the surface of the
phanton. the linear velocity is plotted as a function of distance of
travel
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Figiure 4.3: The flow uniformity aL 2 cm below the surface of the
phantom. The linear velocity is plotted as a firnciton of distance of
travel.
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Figure 4.4: The flow uniformity at 3 cm below the surface of the
phantom. The rinear veLocity is plotted as a funciton of distance of
travel.
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linear velocity of .055 cm/sec. instead of the .L5 cmrlsec., the flow

\^ras more uniform throughout the test area. In Fígrure 4.5, the linear

velocity is plotted versus the distance of travel at l- cm depth, with

the circulating system operating at approximately .055 cmlsec. It can

be seen that the flow uniformity at the L cm depth level has increased

greatly. Therefore, if a more uniform flow rate was desired than that

obtained at the .15 cmlsec. rate, the flow rate could always be turned

down to achieve it. However, this was not reguired since the

meâsurements were performed at the central axis and the uniformity

achieved at the higher flow rate was satisfactory for the experiments

to be performed.

A requirement of the experiments that were to be performed, r^¡as

that the flow should be reproducible in the short and the long term

studies. For the short tern variation study of the flow rate, four

trials rrere repeated in the course of a day with the system operated

in identical conditions for all four times (flow measurements were

performed along the central axis, at a travel distance of I2.5 cm and

at the 1- cm depth below the surface). The study for the long term

reproducibility was carried out over the interval of four consecutive

days by repeating the short term reproducibility procedure and

averaging the values of the four daily trials. In Table 4.L the short

and long term variations of the flow rate are given in terms of the

average linear velocity and the mean variatíon. In the short term the

variation in flow reproducibílity ranges between (3.7 - 9)% and in the

long term the flow rate reproducibility variation is about 3.8%. This

percent variation ín the flow reproducibility is relatively low

regarding the limited means of controlling the fluid circulating
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Figure 4.5: The flow r:niformity at L cm below the surface of the
phantom at a lower flow rate (i.e. .055 cm,zsec). The linear velocity
is plotted as a function of dístance of travel.
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Table 4.1: The short and long term variation in the reproducibility
of the dlmamic phantom's operational flow rate in terms of linear
velocity (at L cm depth along the central axis; traveL distance =
12.5 cm) .

Linear Velocity (in cmlsec)

Trial
Number Day 1- Day 2 Day 3 Day 4

1 . t_40 . L50 .160 .157

2 . r_50 .L7L . r.60 .L69

3 .1_60 .L42 . r_60 .L69

4 . L50 . L50 . r.70 .L57

Short term
Reproducibility
(Ave. Linear
Velocity + o)
[% variat,ion]

(.150t.007)

14.721

(.153t.014)

te% l

(.162t.0L3)

lB.3% l

( .l-63t. 006 )

13.7zl

Long term
Reproducibility
(Ave. Linear
Velocity t o)
[% variation]

( .l-57 + .006 )

[ 3.8u 1

(Note: o is the standard deviation)
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system and the other factors invorved in the experimental set up (i.e.
positioning of the applicator, thermocouples etc).

4.2 DIELECTRIC BEHAV]OR ASSESSMEhIT OF TT]E PHAT{I'OM

4.2.L ACCURACY OF THE SIMI.'LATION

The testing of the phantom in terms of its dielectric behavior

was undertaken after the addition of the reguired amount of NaCt and

in Figrure 4.6 the phantom and the equipment used for these studies are

shown. rt was, firstly, necessary to decide on the experimental set

up to be used for irradiating the phantom, in terms of the

thermocouple positíoning inside the phantom and rerative to the

applicator, and the applicaLor positioning above the phantom. rt was

found from previous experiments with a static phantom that the shape

of the EM-fieId produced by the microwave applicator available in our

lab (TAG-MED; 2450 Wfi)7 l, of an elliptic form and that the 50

percent region of the field is 3.5 cm off the central axis, as per

relative sAR measurements of the static phantom. rt was therefore

decided to implant the two thermocouple arrays at the center of the

phantom and at 3.5 cm off the central axis at one of the x or y axes.

The positioning of the thermocouple arrays v/as reproducible to within

+ L nm. It was also secured that the thermocouples were positioned

perpendicularly with respect to the applicators to avoid perturbation

of the EM field, as it has been explained earlier. previous tests

with the static phantom have also indicated that the optimum placement

of the applicator relative to the phantom surface, which resul-ts in

the minimum reflected po\^/er, is at L cm above the surface.
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F''igure 1

F'igure 2



Figure 4.6: The dynamic phantom and eguipment assembly used for the
experiments of this work. (Figr:re 1; rrom left to rigñt:
Microcomputer used, dynamic phantom, flow pump, generátor and
applicator assembly.. Figure 2; From reft to i'igñt: Thermocouple
assembry and their fitting box, dynamic phantom-with the appliäator,
flow pump).
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Furthermore, the shape of the field pattern requires the applicator

orientation to be the same for all heating sessÍons if they are to be

comparable. lt !ras, therefore, very important to devise a set up that

would be easily reproducible. To accomplish this task, the applicator

opening was traced on graph paper and its center and 3.5 cm off the

central axis points were recorded on the same paper. The whole figure

was subsequently reproduced on the thin plastic layer that is used to

prevent extensive evaporation of the water in the phantom. The

stability of this arrangement was secured by the plastic tubing, which

is used to protect the thermocouples from bending when they are being

inserted into the phantom, and which were kept in place when there \^ras

not any heating administered to the phantom and the thermocouples were

removed.

To test the accuracy of the simulation the dielectric behavior of

the phantom has to be assessed, that is to measure the depth of

penetration in the phantom and compare it to that theoretically

predicted. The flow is shut off duríng this measurement because it
does not alter or contribute anything to the dielectric behavior of

the phantom. However, the flow was turned on before these

measurements, to ensure uniform distribution of the NaCI throughout

the phantom volume and it was turned off before the irradíation

allowing enough time for the system to achieve the no flow state.

The theoretical depth of penetration corresponds to the distance

inside the phantom at which the power falls off to e-2 of its initial
value, ie 1-3.5% its initial val-ue, and its value was calculated to be

2 cm at 2450 I'ßtz (as per Ch. 2)

The experimental depth of penetration was obtained by the
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following method: The phantom \iüas irradiated at. 15 Watts for a period

of time ( - 2 nin) reguired to obtain a temperature rise of about 4oC

registered on the monitoring thermometer, i.e. the thermocouple

junction of the array that corresponds to the surface reading on the

central axis. Temperatures were recorded using one of the

hlperthermia programs available and they were subseguently printed out

for the calculation of the relative specific absorption rate values

(san¡ .

The relatíve SAR values were calculated for the three depths

inside the phantom (l-.L, 2 and 3.1- cm), on the central axis and the 50

percent region (as per equation 2.7). The surface readings of the

thermocouples were not involved in the calculations in order to avoid

incorporation of the errors due to cooling generated at the surface

from the existing temperature gradients between the heated surface and

the ambient temperature.

The calculated values of the relative SAR were normalized to 1 at

the value calculated at the l-.1- cm depth and plotted versus the exact

depth inside the phantom. (Figure 4.7). The graph includes the

theoretical relative SAR values to which the experimental values are

compared. The depth of penetration is read off this graph and it is

found to range between (2.01- - 2.t) cm.

Comparison between theory and experiment indicates satisfactory

agreement to within (1 to 5)?.

It can be, therefore, concluded that a successful simulat,ion was

obtained experimentally, regarding the dielectric behavior of the

phantom. Ho\^rever, these results are representative of the specific

region of the phantom that was tested. The confirmation of these
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Figure 4.7: Testing for the accuracy of sinulation. The relative
Specific Àbsorption Rates are plotted as a function of depth inside
the phantom as they were recorded from theoretical calculations, and
from measurements at the central axis and the 50% region. (depth of
penetration: Theory; d=2 cm, CA; d=2.0L cmr 50?; d= 2.02 cm).
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findings was obtained by performing a dielectric behavior homogeneity

test at different sites of the phantom surface and the results are

shown in Fígure 4.8. The testing sites were at distances of about 5

cm from the center of the phantom and the measurements were performed

in the same manner as described above. The values of the depth of

penet,ration at the different sites on the phantom fluctuated between

2.L cm and 2.1-6 cm, whích corresponds to a 3 to 5% error when compared

to the theoretically calculated vafue.

4.2.2 SHORT A}TD LONG TERM STABTL]TY OF TTIE D]ELECTR]C BEHAVIOR

The dielectric behavior of the phantom ís highly dependent on its
respective water and NaCl content at microwave frequencies in the

neighborhood of 2450 l'tftlz, which is the freguency of the generator

available for these studies. It was observed since the phantom was

assembled that water evaporation was occurring. However, this was an

easily solved problem. By measuring the level of HrO in the phantom

vol-ume and the side reservoirs the amount of lost water was found and

replaced whenever the levels were below their predetermined values,

i.e. 7 cm. After the addition of NaCl, however, it was observed that

along with the water evaporation, NaCl was crystallized outside the

phantom volume and thus, lost from the phantom resuLting in changes of

its dielectric behavior (í.e. depth of penetration etc.) that altered

its response to microwaves. To measure the amount of salt lost in

this manner the following method was used: the static electrical

conductivity of solutíons with different NaCl- concentrations was

measured and plotted; i.e. o0 versus concentration (c);(see Figure
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Figure 4.8: Dielectric Behavior Homogeneity'- -The 
relative Specific

Absorprion nates ãrã-õiorteg. u" u'i].riåiïá" ór depth inside the phantom

as they were recoîããa-iio* trt"oreti"ai calculatións, and from

measurements ar äil";i;ãr-á*is'å"a*ãt'iñi"ã ¿irr"rent sites over the

surface of rhe øäåtãÃl--lãeprh ol-ñ""ãtiation: rheorv; d = 2 cm' cA

and site *"u"rr,"*ä"ts; d = (2'L - 2'l-6 cn) '
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Figrure 4.9: The static dielectric conductivity (o^) of the rm¡scle
phantom is plotted as a function of NaCl conceñtra8ion (c) at 23.So C
temperature.
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4.9). The solutions were measured for a range from zero NaCl

concentrations to .2 moles/liter, using a static conductivity

determination probe which was calibrated using plain water i.e.
c = 0 mole/l. These measurements covered the range within which the

phantom's NaCl content is included (i.e. phantom NaCl content C =

.LL4 moles/liter). The fact that oO is temperature dependent reguired

that all measurenents be taken at the same temperature which was

chosen to be the ambient temperature of the phantom (T = 23.5o C + Lo

c.)

The measurements were recorded at. about two weeks time after the

NaCl was added to the phantom. The value for NaCl concentration of

the phantom that corresponded to its oO measured was .078 moles/liter

instead of the .LL4 moles/Liber concentration originally existing in

the phantom. fn order to examine the effect of this change on the

dielectric behavíor of the phantorn the value of the dielectric

conductivity for the NaCl soLution sample at 2450 MIIZ vüas considered

and the following val-ues were calculated for the phantom: Tts

dielectric constant (e = 47.72), electrical conductivity (o = 1-.59

mholm) and its theoretical depth of penetration (d = 2.3 cm). It can

be seen from these values that the loss of NaCI causes the conductive

losses to decrease and thus results in the observed íncrease in the

depth of penetration. The theoretical value of the depth of

penetration (d = 2.3 cm) was subseguently compared to Lhe experimental

value measured for the NaCl concentration of .078 moles/l. The

experimental value was found to be egual to 2.6 cm, that is 1-3%

different (Fignrre 4.10) than the theoretically calculated value.

After the lost amount of NaCl was replenished the measurement of d was
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Figure 4.10: The effect of the change in the NaCI concenLration on

the dielectric behavior of the phantom. The relative Specific

Absorption Rates are plotted as a function of depth inside the phantom

I c = .]-L4 moles/l: dan"ory = 2 cm;

moles/I t dth"ory = 2.3 cmi d"*ptal
d -L-1 = 2.L cm, c = .078
expcar

= 2.6 cmj
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repeated and the value obtained was in agreement with the experimental

value of d at the original NaCl concentration (Ç = .LL4 moles/liter; d

= 2.1- cm).

The above measurements and calculations indicate that it is

reguired to test. the NaCI content on a weekly basis an d replenish

whatever amount is lost, in order to be able to work under the assumed

simulation standards.
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5.1- II\TTRoDUCTToN

5.1.]- THE ROLE OF BLOOD FLOW IN T}TE DETERMTNATTON OF }TYPERTHERMTA

EFFECTTVENTESS

Blood flow is the major factor in deternining the heat

dissipation in live tissues and therefore, it is of major importance

to be able to predict it theoretically or measure it, experimentally

and eventually apply this knowledge to hlperthermia studies. There

have been numerous documentations of normal or tumor tissue blood flow

with respect to hlperthermia applications by various

researcher".100 'tjr'102'L03 However, these data cannot be directry

applied to clinical hlperthermia treatments due to the fact that they

resulted from observations of implanted tumors rather than

spontaneously occurring ones and there might be a difference in their

respective blood flows. Ftrrthermore, there have not been any

experiments concerning the regional blood flow of spontaneously

occurring tumors exposed to fractionated hlperthermia.

These tlpes of measurements are therefore valuable for

gualitative comparisons to the clínical reality.

The temperature of a tissue subjected to hyperthermia is a

function mainly of its blood flow and the heat input as long as the

tissue is relatively insulated from external temperatures. fhis is
because surface temperature not onl-y depends on the blood flow but

also on the tissue thermal conductivity, the evaporation rate,

radiation and aír convection effects.104 ït is therefore advised in

blood flow studies to consíder measurements that are recorded at a

depth that can ensure the independence from such effects (i.e. l- to
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L.5 cm below the surface).

ït has loeen indicatedlO5 '26 '28 that when normal tissues are

subjected to hy¡perthermia they respond by an increase in their

regional blood flow in order to dissipate the damaging heat from the

heated volume. The regional blood flow continues to increase until a

maximum blood flow ís reached and after that it might be caused to

decrease, if the heat load is too targe and lasts too long, due to

vascufar occl.,sior,.106 Experimental data show that the induction

time, ie the time for inducing maximum increase in blood flow,

decreases with increasing treatment tenperatur*".107 Manipulation of

this tissue behavior in clinical applications can result in maxímum

effectiveness of hy¡perthermia in the treatment of tumors, while normal

tissue is effectively protected frorn thermal damage. In this manner,

an increased therapeutic ratio is achieved without any permanent

impairment of normal tissue blood flow, since it returns to its normal

flow rate within a few hours post-heating.79'l-05'l-08

5.1..2 T1IE TTTEORY

Through the years there have been many heat clearance

measurements and theoretical models that were developed with various

degrees of success (Gibbs L933, Grayson L952, Chaloner t972, McCaffrey

and McCook 1,975, Castellana et. al. L984, Milligan et. al. 1983 and

L9B5)104 inclrrding the recent work by Shandhu (1986).109

Of relatÍve importance in this study are the models and

measurements developed by Ittilligan et al and Sandhu since the case

under consideratíon is the study of thermal clearance for the
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prediction of blood flow conditions under relatively small temperature

gradients. In this case the study of blood flow conditions can be

expressed by a simple exponentíal and exclude any conduction effects.

A means for describing the temperature distribution inside the living

tissue, theoretically, is through the so called bioheat equation which

is the following:

1r*p*c*E=a.(k^t) +en+% (5.f¡
ALdL

where p = tissue densityì c = tissue specific heat

m = mass of tissue; T = tissue temperature

6 = gradient operator; k = thermal conductivity of tissue

Q5 = rate of heat exchange with blood;

Q- = rate of metabolic heat generation-m

The experirnental measurements are desigrned to record the blood

flow effect on the temperature distribution during and after (thermal

washout) the specific heat application. It is assumed that any

changes are due to the blood flow rather than the thermal

conductivity. severar researchersl-Lo '70 'rtr have determined that the

heat is eliminated through, mainly, the blood flow and that the

thermal conductivity has a minimal effect in the bioheat eguation

regarding heat elimÍnation, under conditions of low temperature

gradients. Hohrever, when the temperature gradients become steeper it

has been assumed that the conduction effects become considerable, but

this is not the case in this study.109 By exclusion of the k term in

the bioheat eguation it is obtained: mpc ( ATlAt) = Qb * % (5.2)

Considerations on the effects of metabolic heat generation show

that the metabolic heat is relatively small compared to heat removal

by blood flow and it can also be neglected; thus obtaining:
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mpc âTlât = QO ( 5. 3 )

.According to Jain et. al.70 
"ho 

used the following simplification for

the case when the tissue is subject to heat:

Qp = wo'cb (Ta - T) (5.4)

where: w = effective perfusion rate; p5 = density of blood; cO =

specific heat of blood; Tu = arterial blood flow temperature.

By substitution of egn (5.4) into (5.3) and assuming p - pb and c

" cO the following expression is derived: A'I/AE = -wAT (5.5) where

AT=T -T.a

Since w is a constant through a particular washout period

egr.ration (5.5) is solved and results in:

ÂT = ÂT e-do 
/e (5.6 )

It has been shown that eguation (5.6) does not entirely describe the

situation of heat transfer between real tissue and regional blood

flow. For the purposes of the dynamic phantom however, equation (5.6)

suffices, in order to describe the thermal clearance, sínce there is

no increase in the blood flow rate during heating; the blood flow rate

remains constant throughout the hyperthermia application.

5.2 EXPERTMETüTAL MEASUREME}üTS

5.2.L MATERIÀLS AI\ID METTJODS

Thermal clearance measurements were performed on the dynamic

phantom in order to determine a relation of the blood flow rate and

the temperature fields originating at different flow rates. All

measurements were performed at. l- cm depth inside the phantom on the

central axis of the microwave field dístributíon area. Thermal
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clearance data were obtained for L min after a steady state

temperature vùas reached at a temperature rise of ATo = 3o C fron the

ambient temperature of the phantom. Data were obtained for three

thermocouple configrurations regarding the medium surrounding the

copper-constantan leads; that is, no medium (bare), the protective

plastic tube casing (normal), and finally the clinical configuration

of the thermocouple (normal in a plastic tube filled with air).

Temperatures were recorded using the program "Cool,'r at half a second

periods. During the course of the treatment, the Lhermocouple was

left in place for avoiding any positioning variations since the effect

of the metallic probe in the vicinity of the field resulted in minimal

distortion of the data (see Chapter 3).

Phantom tissue was heated using the 2450 MHz generator eguipped

with an approximately circularly polarized round applicator. The

povrer input was controlled to achieve the desired rise in temperature

in a minimum amount of tirne, but never exceeding the 30 W power input.

The time of heating hras relative to the flow rate used, the higher the

flow rate the longer the time needed to achieve a steady state

temperature. Treatment tímes ranged from a few minutes to an

allowable maximum of 1-5 minutes, in order to avoid a temperature rise

of the whole phantom systen rather than the treated area only. There

were three different flow rates used for these measurements i.e. 33

mllmin, 44 nl/nin, 53 mllmin. The choice of these val-ues was based on

the values reported in the literature for human muscle and the

Iimitations of the supporting eguiprnent (i.e. purnp). The val-ues of

the flow rates stated above were calculated with respect to the línear

velocities and the cross section of the area considered Ii.e. a
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rectangrular of (L0 x l-) cm2l rhe thermal clearance curves were

constructed from the data collected and analyzed for the l- minute

period data collection.

The determination of the perfusion constant was achieved and the

effects of the various experinental parameters (thermocouple

configuration, blood flow rate, positioning) on this value were

studíed. uuring the experimental process, it was observed that the

temperature of the phantom would increase without any administration

of heat. This heating was linked with the heating of the pumping

system. To study the effect of the pump induced heating on the

overall temperature distribution of the phantom, the temperature was

monitored on the central axis for time intervals of l-5 minutes (time

allowed for the system to stabilize) and 20 minutes. SeveraL trials
were performed to monitor the temperature of the system while no

external heating was applied. The heating due to the pump varied with

flow rates, resulting in a 20% increase of the step rise in

temperature (AT) at high flows (í.e. about .1-50 cmlsec), and an B%

increase of ÂT at low flow rates (i.e. of about .055 cmlsec). Further

trials were performed on the effects of the pump heating combined with

microwaves applied for 20 minutes. The pump was operated for l-5

minutes for the purpose of allowing the flow to attain unifornity

throughout the system and the temperatures hrere recorded during this

period at 5 minute intervals. Microwave heating of 23 w po\^/er input

was Lhen applied for 20 minutes and the measurements were recorded in

the same manner. ln Figure 5.1 the temperature rise is plotted

against time for the two different types of trials. The lower part of

the figrure indicates the temperature rise due to pump heating when it
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Figrure 5.L: The ternperature rise of the phantom system due to the
purip (solid lines) aione and due to the pump plus 20 min of microwaves

isfäsfrea lines). e plot of the rise in temperature against the time
of effect.
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is operated at different flow rates. At higher flow rates the

increase in temperature due to pump heat is on the higher part of the

variation interval while, when at the lower flow rates, the

temperature rise in on the lower part of the variation interval. In

the upper part of the figure the pump-micro\^/ave combination is shown

when the pump is operated at high flow rate (i.e. .1-5 cmlsec). The

average rate of rise in the temperature of the phantom due to the pump

alone was found egual to .02o C/nin and for the pump-microwave

combination equal to .l-o C/min and in this case the contribution to

the temperature rise due to the pump alone is not insignificant.

However, the contribution of the pump to the overall temperature of

the heated area is not considered to have any major effect on the

thermal clearance process. This is because the thermal washout is

recorded for l- min after the field is off and its effects on the

temperature recording device have subsided, and during this interval

the temperature changes are much larger than Lo C/min. (See Section

5.3) and therefore the contributions of the pump heating in the

temperature is of minor importance for the data collected, since it

only amounts to a small percentage of the overall change (í.e. ( 1% of

the temperature change).

5.3 EXPERTMENTIAL RESULTS

DATA AI\IALYSTS5. 3.1

ExperimentaL measurements were obtained for each thermocouple

configuration at the point of higher temperature rise within the heat

area (i.e. the center of the heated area of 6.5 cm radius) and at

flow rates of 33 mllmin, 44 rú/nín, 53mllmin. ell data were fitted
104



Figure 5.2: Thermal clearance data as obtained using the thermocouple
configuration "normal", at the three flow rates used.
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through a multiple regression. In Figure 5.2 the data obtained are

plotted as they were after the multiple regression fit. Multiple

regression fits were applied on the data obtained using the "bare",

"normal", and "normal plus extra tube" thermocouple confignrrations.

By performing the multiple regression fits the perfusion time constant

was also calculated for each case. As was mentioned before, the

thermocouple was left in place during the whole treatment period and,

in each case, the data considered were those obtained after the

certain number of time constants required for each thermocouple

configuration. The circular applicator was positioned at L cm above

the phantom's surface to ensure better coupling. In Figure 5.3 the

perfusion time constants caLcuLated for each thermocouple

confignrration are plotted against the flow rates used. The perfusion

time constants calculated for each probe at the same flow rate should

be, if not the sane, at least egual to within a small percent

variation, because the perfusion time constant of the probe is small

in comparison. This statement agrees with the values reported for the

"normal" and "normal + extra tube" configurations. Hohrever, Lhe

values obtained using the bare thermocouple configuration overestimate

the value of the perfusion time constant. The fact that the bare

thermocouple has the shortest time constant might be one of the

reasons for this overestimation. But, there are more serious

structural set-backs to be considered for the explanations of this

irregularity. First, the miniature metallic leads of Lhe temperature

sensor are exposed to the microwave field without any protecting

coating to ensure their position with respect to the field

configruration. As lvas mentioned previously, the thermocouple should
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Figrure 5.3: The perfusion time constant calculated as a function of
flow rate for the three configmrations of the probe.
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be perpendicular to the EM fields to avoid artifacts; however, the

fine leads of the bare thermocouple can be bent or change position

with the smallest force acting on thern. Therefore, their position

relative to the field cannot be ensured with absolute certainty:

Second, the lack of any protection of the thermocouple could result in

Ioosening of the soldered junction and therefore, incorrect data.

Most of the above stated reasons for the behavior of the bare

thermocouple could have been applied as well to the other two

configrurations. Ho\,üever, the constructíon and formation of the bare

thermocouple enhances the possibility of such set backs. There is one

other likely cause of this overestimation that is related to the bare

thermocouple positioning inside the phantom. The site of measurement

taking in the central axis was prepared to accommodate all three

thermocouples, which means that the opening was very large in

comparison with the bare thermocouple's diameter (i.e. - 2'k50 l/m);

thus causing the local flow rate to be perturbed and eventually

causing the overestimatíon of the perfusion time constant.

Another factor that was considered with respect to the accuracy

of the treatment performance and for the purpose of comparing the

resulting data, was the reproducibility of a heating treatment. Four

trials were performed on four consecutive days in order to test the

degree of reproducibility of a treatment. All the parameters involved

were kept the same throughout the trails. That is the flow rate (33

mllmin), thermocouple configuration (normal, positioning of the

applicator relative to the phantom surface and finally power input (27

Vüatts). The perfusion time constants calculated in these trials are

shown in Table 5.1-. These calculaLed vaLues are Ín agreement to
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table 5.1: The perfusion time constants calculated for the
reproducibility trials

Perfusion Time Constant(/min)
Trial # rlow Rate (mllrnin) lVnin]

Standard
Deviation

6
\¡¡

t_

2

3

4

33

33

33

33

.47

.52

.54

.52

_1
5.54 * 1-0 '

_1
6.89 * L0 '

_"77.4 * l-0 '

_'76.9 't l-0
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Figure 5.4: Trials for the reproducibílity of a heat treatment. The
Lhermal washout data are plotted against the time of recording.
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within 1-0%, which is an acceptable variation in our results regarding

the relative uncertainty of some experimental parameters, such as the

positíoning of the applicator relative to the phantom's surface (a

slight change in the field configuration can result in a different

rate of heating and eventually different temperature distributions).

rn Figure 5.4 the rate of change of temperature during the

thermal washout period is plotted as obtained from the multiple

regression fit performed on the data obtained during the

reproducibility trials.
Since the choice of the magr-ritude of the temperature rise (ATo)

was relatively arbitrary a set of measurements was undertaken for

thermal clearance data at various temperature increases (ATo = t, 2,

3, 4oC). The neasurements of the thermal washout for the different

steady state ATo were obtained at the flow rate of 33 mllmÍn. rhis

particular flow rate was chosen for the trials because it requires

less power input for achieving the desired ATo and therefore, it is

more unlÍkely to encounter any field disturbance problems due to

metallic probes and eventually distortion in the data collected. In

these measurements the normal thermocouple was aLso used. Analysis of

these data showed that by changing the steady state ATo the only

resulting consequence is that the (AT vs time) plot is changing by

moving upwards or downwards depending whether the steady state ATo is

a higher or a lower value. This means that the response of the

phantom system during thermal washout is the same (í.e. /min remains

constant), regardless of the value of ATor as long as the flow rate is

the same and ATo is a low value, Since in the case of steep gradients

the handling of this case becomes more complicated with the addition
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of the conductive effects along with the convective effects of blood

flow.

There is one point to stress here, that is the perfusion time

constant is exclusive for a specific blood flow and that, as long as

it is tabulated relative to the blood flow values, they can be used as

reference tables during clinical hyperthermia applications for the

approximation of the regional blood flow change during heating and

thus contribute in the prevention of damaging normal tissue due to

extensive heating. It can further be used as a means of determining

the blood flow of tumor and to take advantage of their inefficient

flow rates.

A theoretical model for the blood flow prediction from the

thermal washout data was developed by T. Constable (thesis work L9B6)

which calculates the blood flow rates under different steady state

conditions.

5.4 DTSCUSSION

The changes occurring in the blood flow of normal and tumor

tíssue during a hyperthermia applícation are very important in the

determination of the optimum treatment time so as to cause minimal

normal tissue damage and maximum tumor cell killing andr/or

radiosensiti zing.

The measurement.s performed on the dynamic phantom regarding the

association of regional blood flow and thermal washout are similar to

those performed on live animals but ony in terms of procedure rather

than in the response of the respective ,ro1,t*ur.109 Furthermore, they
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cannot be compared to each other because of the different units used

in the two studies to express the flow rate (animal flow rate is

m1lL00g-min; phantom flow rate is mllmin).

ït has been reported in the 1iter"t,rr"108 that hlperthermia

application can result into tumor blood flow occlusion when applied

for an optimum length of time, without causing any damage to the

normal tissue found in the area of treatment. Therefore, if thís

blood flow prediction from the thermal washout method is refined and

proven adeguate for clinical applications, there will be a tremendous

effectiveness of the hlperthermia application in the killing of tumor

cells or in sensitizing them to either radiotherâpy or chemotherapy.

The data obtained from these experiments, however not entirely

conclusive, can be used as a guide for further experimental studíes ín

refining the method of predicting the blood flow rates of hlperthermia

treated tissues and thus enable the most effective use of clinical

hlperthermia in the treatment of cancer.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

The work presented in this report was undertaken in an effort to

better understand the processes of microwave hyperthermia in relation

to biological tissues. It was reported in the preceding chapters that

dynamic or perfused phantoms are a closer approximation of biological

Lissue because of the blood flow incorporation in the simulation,

however simple it might be. The design of the dynamic phantom

discussed above was a successful simulation of the dielectric behavior

of human muscle tissue as well as of a simple form of blood flow. The

advantage of incorporating this simple form of unidirectional flow was

that a steady state could be achieved in the temperature distribution

during the heat treatments. The short useful life of the dynarnic

phantom in comparison with the static phantom studied (Appendix A) is

not considered to be a disadvantage since the lost amounts of NaCl and

HrO can be replenished without any difficulty or uncertainty regarding

the respective amounts needed. The blood flow studies which were

performed as a function of thermal washout have shown that the effect

of perfusion is Erite dominating during thermal clearance when the

temperature step rise is low and that the whole process can be

expressed with a simple exponent,ial.

Ho\^rever, recent studieslo9 indicate that at steep temperature

gradients the conduction effects are just as important as the blood

flow in the expression of temperature decay. It is also indicated in

these studies that the simple exponential approach, that is to igrnore

thermal conduction, can result in error in estimation of the blood

flow values, even at the low temperature gradients, and that the
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method of predicting the blood flow rate from the temperature decay

curves is Ín general of limited value. The dynamic phantom blood

flow-temperature decay studies at low temperature gradients have shown

the convective effects to be of major inportance. Therefore, it would

be necessary to study the phenomenon at high temperature gradients in

order to see the temperature decay curves as a function of both

thermal conduction and convection. This could be an expansion of the

dynamic phantom use for in vitro hyperthermia. Additional

experimental work using the dynamÍc muscle phantom could be performed

in the following areas:

1. Perfusion.

The addition of a constant temperature bath in the phantom-pump

system (the bath to be added after the pump's outlet and before the

phantom's inlet) would facilitate longer heat treatrnents by preventíng

any rise in the temperature of the saline entering the phantom. rt

would also eliminate the rise in the temperature of the phantom due to

pump heating.

2. Composition.

a. hLroduction of other layers of tissue simulating materials

such as fat (as per P. Nitsson)62 could provide information on the

effects of the thickness of the subcutaneous fat in the nicrowave

power absorption.

b. Introduction of a tumor simulating volume, which would provide

information about the temperature distribution in and around a tumor

volume.

In conclusion, there should be stressed the fact that

hy¡perthermia ís a promising means for the treatment of cancer alone or
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in combination with other conventional methods and that there is still

very much to be learned about the hyperthermia interactions with

tissue. The understanding of the hyperthermia processes wíll be

achieved through continuous efforts, Iike the one described above,

which will provide the information relative to the biological,

physical and physiological functions of human tissue when exposed to

electromagrnetic radiation.
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A.]. STATIC PHAI\ÍTOMS

4.1.1- MANUFACTURE OF A GUy TYPE STATIC PHAI\TI'OM

rn this work, the basic muscle phantom recipe developed by

c.ry61'70'85 was used to construct a static phantom and study it in

terms of its dielectric behavior, its applicability to our

hlperthermia in vitro work and in general to get a base start in

hlperthermia phantom studies.

The recipe used to construct the static muscle phantom was that

reported in the original publication by c,ry85 and is shown in Table

L.A along with the properties of the simulated muscle phantom

resulting from this composition, and as measured by Guy. The muscle

phantom has the form of a moist jellied plastic after the mixing of

the constituents.

The mixing of the phantom constituents presented the problem of

ínhomogeneity throughout its volume, especially in terms of the

powdered polyethylene constituent. However, the results of several

trials showed that the most homogeneous model resulted for the

fotlowing process: The appropriate guantities of HrO and NaCI are

mixed initially, followed by the slow addition of the TX-l-50 agent and

finall1z povdered polyethylene which is introduced in small amounts

while the whole mixture is thoroughly stirred. The stirring continues

until the mixture thickens and all the air bubbles are eliminated from

the material. The microwave phantom is then transferred into a

supporting box of size relative to the size of the applícator used in

order to avoíd any wall interference during the microwave

applications. The phantom's surface is covered with a layer of thin

IL7



Table l-.À: The muscle phantom composition reported by CryBS

Simulated
Material

Percent vüeight
Composition

Dielectric
Permittívity

Electrical Specific
Conductivity Heat Density

Muscle 76.52 Saline
solution

1-2 9 NaCI
l- liter H O

2

L5.22 Powedered
Polyethylene

49-58 L.r3 - 2.12 0.86 t_.0

8.4% Jelling
.A,gent (D(-150)

(Note: The values for the electrical conductivity are read off the
graph in Reference 85 and are therefore subject to error. )
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plastic (i.e. clear plastic wrap) to avoid excess evaporation of the

water.

However, the loss of HrO from the phantom is a linear function of

time. This was the reason that led to the study of the useful

lifetime of such a phantom ín terms of its water content and its

effect on the dielectric and thermal behavior of the material for ín

vitro hlperthermia work.

A.2 EXPERTIVIM{TAL VfORK

A.z.L. MEAST'REME}{TS ÄND CA],CULATTONS

Two muscle phantoms were constructed for this purpose of

identical weight, composition and shape. one of them $/as kept in an

air tight container, to prevent any HrO evaporation, and the other was

kept under the conditions that phantoms are usually kept during the

experimentat triats ie. covered with a clear plastic wrap.

Over the period of l-5 days the two sample phantoms vrere kept at

room temperature, [i.e. (23 t ]-.5)o Cl, and had their weights recorded

on a daily basis. rn Fignrre 1..A the change of the water content of

the test phantom relative to the control phanton is plotted against

time in days.

The effect of this water loss in the test phantom in terms of its

dielectric and thermal behavior were investigated by calculating the

change in the electrical conductivity ( o), the depth of penetration

(d) and the specific heat (cmp) values, as a functíon of the HrO

content of the phantom over the trial period. The calculations of o

were performed according to the following for*ula,112
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Figure 1-A: The change of percent HrO content of the test phantom as a
function of time, in relation to thê cont,rol phantom's percent HrO
content over the same period of time.
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(zlzo - 30 ) (tt lr. z * to5 )

o=o +
o 2

A.1
1 + ( t/20)

where o^ = 18.9 mmho/cm static conductivity of muscle at 20o C.o

f = microwave freguency of 2450 wü

ZHrO = percent weight of the HrO constituent

The depth of penetration was calculated as a function of o

according to the fotlowing formula,113

LLz

d=-T?-for60À ) e*p A.2

where \ = wavelength of the microwaves inside muscle tissue = i-.76 cm

at 2450 ¡tr{Z.61

p=resistivity=L/o
The specific heat for the different water content values was

calculated according to eqn. (3.16) [Chapter 3]

The results from the above calculations are shown in figures 2.4,

3.A', and 4.4 respectively.

From the depth of penetration change calculations, \^re see that,

as was expected, d increases with the decrease in the HrO content of

the phantom material, due to the fact that the power absorption

decreases thus enabling the field to penetrate further into the muscle

phantom. The overall maxímum change in the d value over the trial
period is .07 mm, i.e. a .4% variation, which is a very small error

and it is not vitally affecting the static phantom's behavior as a

substitute for human muscle. Similarly small is the change in the

value of the electrical conductivity, Ao, which desigrnates a decrease

in the o value of the phantom due to the loss of water (.9L2 decrease

in o over the trial period). The decreased o value causes the

.l\p
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Figure 2A: The change in the depth of penetration as a function of
the percent H"O content of the static muscle phantom over the trial
period. (Notó: The pairs of dots indicate that the value of d was
the same for two consecutive measurements).
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Figrure 3A: The change in the electrical conductivity as a function of
the percent Hro content of the static muscle phantom over the t.rial
period. 4
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Fign:re 4A: The specific heat values of the stat,ic muscle phantorn as
they were recorded over the trial period.
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conductive behavior of the material to change; it becomes less

conductive, and this eventually leads to a lower ability to dissipate

the power input, thus causing deeper penetration of the nm wave (ie

greater depth of penetration).

A change of 6.4% in the vafue of the specific heat of the phantom

\lrras calculated ín relation to the HrO content of the material during

the trial period.

rn general, the variations calculated from the water content

values measured over the trial period indicate that they aLL are

within the 1-0% error range that is accepted during hlperthermia

phantom studies. The accepted error range (i.e. 10%) has been

determined from the variations that exist in the measurements of the

dielectric and thermal properties of biological tissues. rn

conclusion a static phantom of the Guy tlpe has an experimentally

useful life span of about 15 to 20 days when it is kept at room

temperature with minimal coverage. However, its useful life can be

extended by appropriate coverage and/or refrigeration after the

experimenLs.

The next step in the static phantom studies vras to optimize the

applicator setting relative to the phantom's surface. (Applicator:

circularly polarized, L3 cn inner diameter).7 The applicator was

positioned at different distances over the phantom's surface and the

values of the temperature rise, the time of application and the net

povrer input were recorded. In Fignrre 5."â the rate of change of

temperature over the net poirer input, i.e. t(ATldt)/üet Powerl is

plotted against the specific distances of the applicator relative to

the phantom. The net power is the power that results from the total

r25



Fign:re 5A: The applicator optimum posit.ioning relative to the
phantom's surface for obtaining the least possíbIe reflections of the
microwave field (i.e. maximum LT/iL).
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povfer input minus the reflected power, as indicated by the generator

control panels. For all the positions tested the total power input

was the same i.e. 15 Watts and it was applied on the phantom for as

long as ít was necessary to raise its temperature at L cm depth by

20 C (ie. AT = 20 C). That is, the time required is dependent on each

position of the applicator. It can be seen from Figiure 5.4 that the

optimum distance, the one at which the 20 C rise is achieved in the

shortest time ínterval, is when the applicaLor is placed at L cm above

the phantom surface.

After establishÍng the applicator positioning relative to the

phantoms surface, Several temperature meAsurements were taken with

respect to time and the thermocouple position across the microwave

field, posed by the applicator, and inside the phantom up to a depth

of 3 cm. These temperature measurements were used for the calculation

of the Specific Absorption Rate values (Sen = c ATldt). For the

temperature recording two thermocouple arrays of four junctions each

were used and the temperatures were measured at tv¡o perpendicular axes

(x and y) along the phantom surface and withín the area defined by the

EM field (i.e. an area of radius equal to B cm) of the applicator. ln

Figrure 6A the calculated SAR values, normalized to 1-00, are plotted

agaínst the distance (in cm) on the x and y axis; each line

corresponds to a different depth inside the phantom i.e., surface,

1- cm, 2 em, and 3 cm belovü the surface.

all these measurements were performed at a total power input of

(45 t 1) Watts applied for 60 seconds each time the phantom l¡/as

exposed to microwaves. SAR values cannot be considered absolutely

accurate due to the several error factors associated with the

r27



Fign:re 6A: The percent specific Absorption Rate distribution along
the two perpendicui-ar axes of the temperature distribution fierd.
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temperature measurements. There were random errors arising from the

thermocouple positioning inside the phantom, the thermocouple itself

due to its encapsulation into a metallic needle, thus resulting in

temperature errors, and from the time, in terms of temperature

recording timing etc. Systematic errors resulted from cooling during

and after heating and also from the thermal behavior change (i.e.

specific heat change) due to the gradual loss of HrO from the phantom.

Nevertheless, these SAR plots indicate qualítatively the temperature

distribution throughout the heated volurne of the static phantom, that

is the distribution of the power that is absorbed inside the heated

volume.

The work described above was initiated for the purpose of

understanding the use of hlperthermia phantoms and the processes

involved ín acguiring useful information that could be applied to

clinical applications of hlperthermia. Furthermore, the errors

involved with such measurements were determined in terms of error

initiat.ion factors, thus providing the reguired experience as to avoid

them in the dynamic phantom studies.
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APPÐTIDIX B: CLINICAL TÍYPERTHERMTA PROGRAMS

The calibration of the thermometry system and the experimental

measurements vüere performed using the following computer hlperthermia

programs (written by J. Mcl,ellan): 1) Calibration; 2) Main prog more

D; 3) Data search anà 4) cool.

ln the "Calibration" program it is assumed a linear Voltage (V) -
Temperature (f) response curve in order to produce the factors for a

Voltage-Temperature equation. Tnitially the user is instructed to

immerse the thermocouples (thermometry probes) in a low temperature

bath and to enter the temperature of the bath in the computer. The

same procedure is followed in the high temperature bath also. Vüith

the low and high temperature bath inputs the calibration factors of

the thermometry probe pair are calculated and displayed on the screen.

The "Main prog more D" program colLects and stores the

temperature data for each heat treatment. The readings are taken,

displayed and stored on the disk every L5 seconds. When the data

collection is complete (when "Srt is pressed or 60 minutes have passed)

the program exits and the recording process is stopped.

The "Data Search" program retrieves the temperature data stored

on the disk and prints the data out in a tabular form with the output

sent either to the screen of the computer or to the printer.

The program "COOL" records the temperature of only one junction

in the thermocouple array that can be chosen when the program is

started. With this program data are ready every .5 seconds and are

sent dírectly to the printer instead of being displayed or stored on

the disk.
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There were some other programs used for the calculation of the

\^/ave parameters and the SAR vafues, which were written according to

the theoretical formulae (Chapter 2) by the author of this report.

(see following pages)
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